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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re: Docket No. PTO-P-2010-0030 3 

For: Request for Comments on ) 
Proposed Changes to Restriction 
Practice in Patent Applications 

75 Fed. Reg. 113 
(June 14,2010) 

The Honorable David J. Kappos 
Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property 
and Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Mail Stop Comments - Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 
Attn: Linda S. Therkorn 

Dear Under Secretary Kappos: 

In reply to the Request for Comments on Proposed Changes to Restriction Practice in Patent 
Applications published June 14, 2010, at 75 Fed. Reg. 113, at pages 33584-33587 (the 
"Request"), Intellectual Ventures, LLC submits the following comments. 

I. Introductory Comments and Proposals 

Intellectual Ventures, LLC, based in Bellevue Washington; is in the business of creating and 
investing in new ideas. We create ideas in-house and seek to protect them through the patent 
system. We work with inventors both inside and outside of the company-some of the brightest 
minds of today's inventive society-to create our new ideas. In addition, Intellectual Ventures 
also builds upon our own ideas by licensing and acquiring intellectual property from industrial, 
government and academic partnerships. 

Our inventions span a diverse range of technologies, including software, semiconductors, 
medical devices and biotechnology. Intellectual Ventures is in the business of ideas, and we rely 
on a strong patent system to protect the innovation our company fosters. In short, we create, and 
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invest in, inventions with the mission to energize and streamline an invention economy that will 
.drive innovation around the world. 

Intellectual Ventures offers these comments with the goal of building a long-term 
constructive partnership with the Patent and Trademark Office ("Office") in its aim to improve 
restriction practice. We support a strong patent system, and are a substantial customer of the 
Office's services. . 

We believe that appropriate and consistent standards for restriction practice are an important 
part of the patent system because they help achieve high-quality patents and public reliance upon 
those patents, and we offer our comments in the, fwtherance of these goals. 

In the Request, the Office identified five specific aspects of restriction practice for which it 
sought comments. Before addressing each of the five aspects, we provide our overall view of the 
current state of restriction practice. 

Intellectual Ventures appreciates the efforts of the Office to review current restriction 
practice and to seek alternatives to improve efficiency and consistency for the Office and the 
community. Our experience demonstrates that current restriction practice is inconsistent and 
seemingly arbitrary. It is clear that examiners are imposing restriction requirements using 
varying standards. A summary of our proposals follows. ~ 

a. Do Not Implement a PCT-style "Lack of Unity" Practice 

We do not believe major revision of the MPEP is necessary in order to return consistency and 
predictability back to restriction practice. We also do not believe that the replacement of current 
restriction practice with a PCT-style "lack of unity" practice will reduce the Office's workload or 
case pendency. Indeed, we believe implementation of a "lack of unity" practice will not be easily 
implemented by the community nor will it increase certainty. Further, without clear standards for 
what constitutes a "lack of unity," the PCT-style system might provide additional room for 
abuse. 

b. Require Examiners to Follow the Law 

Fundamentally, we believe a significant improvement in restriction practice-to the Office 
and to the community-can be obtained by requiring examiners to follow the Patent Statute and 
the Patent Office Rules of Practice. That is, examiners must be required to provide more than 
mere conclusory statements when issuing a restriction requirement. We encourage the Office to 
require examiners to establish that the inventions are both independent and distinct and support 
any such allegation with a detailed analysis of each restricted claim. Further, examiners must be 
required to provide evidence that they would incur a serious burden if restriction is not required. 
It has become normal practice to merely cut-and-paste MPEP form paragraphs when asserting 
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that a "serious burden" exists. Indeed, we have been informed by Office personnel that 
examiners are being trained to do such that. 

i. 	 Examiners Are Using Certain MPEP Form Paragraphs That Are Not 
Consistent with the Law and Impose Improper "Requirements" Upon 
Applicants 

Some of the Office's training materials, MPEP and internal memoranda1 provide guidance to 
examiners that stray from the requirements clearly set forth in the Statute and Rules. During a 
recent conversation with a Supervisory Patent Examiner, the undersigned was told that 
examiners are being trained to not provide any reasoning or evidence in support of the "serious 
burden" requirement because "most applicants do not traverse restriction requirements, thus 
saving the examiners extra work." Further, the MPEP "Form Paragraphs" that examiners are 
required to use, improperly attempt to shift the burden of proof upon an applicant and are, 
therefore, not consistent with the Statute or Rules. 

We have seen a strong trend of restrictions that require us to restrict between disclosed 
figures or examples. These types of restriction requirements improperly restrict based on what is 
disclosed as opposed to what is claimed. Some examiners have conceded that they do not read 
the claims before issuing such restrictions. 

Finally, many examiners attempt to require an applicant identify claims that encompass the 
elected species or invention. Indeed, the MPEP form paragraphs include such a requirement. 
This is improper practice because the examiner has the burden of providing a clear demarcation 
between restricted inventions, as claimed. This is so the applicant can determine whether 
inventions claimed in a continuing application are consonant with the restriction requirement and 
therefore subject to the prohibition against double patenting rejections under 35 U.S.C. 5 121. 
See, for example, MPEP 5 814(1). Moreover, requiring the applicant to identify claims that 
encompass elected species is tantamount to forcing an applicant to create prosecution estoppel. 

c. Credit or Refund Applicant-Paid Excess Claim Fees 

We encourage the Office to implement a policy to credit or rehnd to an applicant excess 
claim fees paid prior to a restriction requirement. When an applicant files an application it pays 
fees to the Office according to 37 CFR 5 1.16. If an application contains an "excessive number 
of claims," the applicant is required to pay fees for the excess claims. When claims are subject to 
a restriction requirement and an applicant is required to file a divisional application to have those 
claims examined, the applicant is required to pay another basic filing fee. However, the applicant 
had already paid the fees necessary to have such claims examined. Such fees should be credited 
or refunded to the applicant. 

See, e.g., USPTO Memorandum fi-om Robert Bahr, dated January 21,2010, attached hereto as Appendix I. 
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d. 	 Eliminate Incentives to Restrict 

There are various incentives to restrict claims in applications, including reducing the 
workload per application and potentially increasing the total number of "counts" the examiner 
could be awarded. To reduce the incentive to restrict an application, we suggest the Office 
consider revising the count system regarding the examination of divisional applications. A count 
system that factored in the size of the application and the number of claims examined would 
likely reduce the number of restriction requirements. 

e. 	 Optionally Select Up to Five "Inventions" in a Single Application for an 
Additional Fee 

In a manner similar to how the Office handles nucleotide sequences under MPEP 5 804.03, 
restriction practice could be improved by allowing an applicant to optionally select up to a 
certain number (e.g., five) of restricted inventions for examination in a single application. The 
applicant would pay a nominal examination fee for each group selected. 

f. 	 Constructive Election 

The Office should instruct examiners that when practicing under 37 CFR 5 1.145 and MPEP 
$5 819 and 821.03, they still must follow the law k d  demonstrate that the new claims are are 
directed to "an invention distinct from and independent of the invention previously claimed." 

11. 	 What Should Be Included In An Office Action That Sets Forth A 
Restriction Requirement? 

We appreciate the request from the Office for suggestions to improve Office actions that set 
forth a restriction requirement. Restriction practice has become increasingly complex and 
inconsistent. Our practice has seen a dramatic increase in the number of restriction requirements 
and a correspondingly dramatic increase in the number of traversals filed. We recently have filed 
a number of Petitions to the Director for reconsideration of the restriction requirements, and 

. without a change to the current practice, we will continue to file such Petitions in the future. Like 
the Office, we have an acute interest in seeing an improvement in the consistency and quality of 
the restrictions. 

a. 	 Office Actions Should Demonstrate that Restricted Inventions are 
"Independent and Distinct" and Provide Evidence Supporting an 
Allegation of "Serious Burden" 

i. 	 The Patent Statute and Patent Rules Require Inventions be "Independent 
and Distinct," not "Independent or Distinct" 

It is noted that the Request uses both the phrase "independent and distinct" and the phrase 
"independent or distinct." Throughout the MPEP, the phrase "independent or distinct" is used 
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when providing guidance to examiners. However, this is not the standard. The Patent Statute and 
Patent Rules require the Office to demonstrate that restricted inventions be both independent and 
distinct. Despite, the long-standing practice within the Office of applying the incorrect 
"independent or distinct" standard, Office practice today generally involves analyzing inventions 
under the "distinct" standard. The word "distinct" is vaguely defined in the MPEP and has been 
applied with enormous breadth in restriction practice. This broad and vague standard has 
contributed to tremendous inconsistency in restriction requirements and uncertainty in 
determining whether an examiner has correctly identified independent and distinct inventions. 
We demonstrate this in detail below. 

1. The Basis for Restriction Practice 

The basis for restriction practice can be found in the Patent Statute and Patent Rules: 

If two or more independent and distinct inventions are claimed in one application, 
the Director may require the application to be restricted to one of the inventions. 
If the other invention is made the subject of a divisional application which 
complies with the requirements of section 120 of this title it shall be entitled to the 
benefit of the filing date of the original application. A patent issuing on an 
application with respect to which a requirement for restriction under this section 
has been made, or on an application filed as a result of such a requirement, shall 
not be used as a reference either in the Patent and Trademark Office or in the 
courts against a divisional application or against the original application or any 
patent issued on either of them, if the divisional application is filed before the 
issuance of the patent on the other application. If a divisional application is 
directed solely to subject matter described and claimed in the original application . 
as filed, the Director may dispense with signing and execution by the inventor. 
The validity of a patent shall not be questioned for failure of the Director to 
require the application to be restricted to one invention (emphasis added). 

The Patent Rules state: 

37 CFR 1.141 Different inventions in one national application. 

(a) Two or more independent and distinct inventions may not be claimed in one 
national application, except that more than one species of an invention, not to 
exceed a reasonable number, may be specifically claimed in different claims in 
one national application, provided the application also includes an allowable 
claim generic to all the claimed species and all the claims to species in excess of 
one are written in dependent form (4 1.75) or otherwise include all the limitations 
of the generic claim. 

(b) Where claims to all three categories, product, process of making, and process 
of use, are included in a national application, a three way requirement for 
restriction can only be made where the process of making is distinct from the 
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product. If the process of making and the product are not distinct, the process of 
using may be joined with the claims directed to the product and the process of 
making the product even though a showing of distinctness between the product 
and process of using the product can be made (emphasis added). 

37 CFR I .  142 Requirement for restriction. 

(a) If two or more independent and distinct inventions are claimed in a single 
application, the examiner in an Office action will require the applicant in the reply 
to that action to elect an invention to which the claims will be restricted, this 
official action being called a requirement for restriction (also known as a 
requirement for division). Such requirement will normally be made before any 
action on the merits; however, it may be made at any time before final action. 

(b) Claims to the invention or inventions not elected, if not canceled, are 
nevertheless withdrawn from further consideration by the examiner by the 
election, subject however to reinstatement in the event the requirement for 
restriction is withdrawn or overruled (emphasis added). 

2. 	 The Office Unilaterally Lowered the Standard From "Independent 
and Distinct" to "Distinct" 

Section 802.01 was added to the MPEP in 1957. Section 802.01 acknowledged that 
interpretation of the phrase "independent and distinct" is key to successful restriction practice 
according to the Statute: "[tlhis raises the question of the inventions as between which the 

) Director may require restriction. This, in turn, depends on the construction of the expression 
'independent and distinct' inventions." These statements have been substantially maintained for 
over 50 years up to the current Section 802.01 of the MPEP. Section 802.01 further explains: 

"IndependentYY,of course, means not dependent>, or unrelated<. If "distinct" 
means the same thing, then its use in the statute and in the rule is redundant. If 
"distinct" means something different, then the question arises as to what the 
difference in meaning between these two words may be. The hearings before the 
committees of Congress considering the codification of the patent laws indicate 
that 35 U.S.C. 121: "enacts as law existing practice with respect to division, at the 
same time introducing a number of changes." 

The report on the hearings does not mention as a change that is introduced, the 
inventions between which the Director may properly require division. 

... If section 121 of the 1952 Act were intended to direct the Director never to 
approve division between dependent inventions, the word "independent" would 
clearly have been used alone. If the Director has authority or discretion to restrict 
independent inventions only, then restriction would be improper as between 
dependent inventions, e.g., the examples used for purpose of illustration above. 
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Such was clearly not the intent of Congress. Nothing in the language of the statute 
and nothing in the hearings of the committees indicate any intent to change the 
substantive law on this subject. On the contrary, joinder of the term "distinct" 
with the term "independent", indicates lack of such intent. The law has long been 
established that dependent inventions (frequently termed related inventions) such 
as used for illustration above may be properly divided if they are, in fact, 
"distinct" inventions, even though dependent (emphasis added). 

The Office states that it would restrict claims that it considers to be "independent" inventions 
because such independent inventions are "accurately termed 'distinct."' As a result, the Office 
effectively concludes that "independent and distinct" really means just "distinct." The MPEP 
provides no explanation to support the Office's view that Congress intended the lower standard 
"distinct" when they drafted "independent and distinct." This important change to the 
interpretation of the Patent Statute, as well as other phrases introduced by the Office into 
restriction practice have lead to numerous errors and increasing confusion within the Office and 
community, and a misapplication of the Statute and Rules. 

In 1950, draft Section 120 "Divisional applications" of H.R. 9 133 permitted restriction 
between "two or more independent or distinct inventions claimed" (emphasis added). The Bill 
was not acted on by Congress. In 1951, draft H.R. 3760 stated in Section 121: "two or more 
independent and distinct inventions are claimed . . ." (emphasis added) may be restricted. House 
Bill 3760 was revised in H.R. 7794; however, it retained the "independent and distinct" language 
for Section 121. Then H.R. 7794 passed the House and Senate and is now known as the 1952 
Patent Act. Clearly, Congress intended that the disjunctive "or" be changed to conjunctive 
CCand.?Y3 

3. 	 The Office Introduces the Extra-Statutory Phrase "Related But 
Distinct" and Defines "Distinct" 

The Office amended Section 802.01 of the MPEP in 2005 to introduce the extra-statutory 
phrase "related but distinct." The Office's rationale to restrict "related but distinct" inventions is 
described as follows: 

I .  	>RELATED BUT< DISTINCT 

Two or more inventions are related (i.e., not independent) if they are disclosed as 
connected in at least one of design (e.g., structure or method of manufacture), 
operation (e.g., function or method of use), or effect. Examples of related 
inventions include combination and part (subcombination) thereof, process and 
apparatus for its practice, process and product made, etc. In this definition the 

W E P  802.01 Rev. 3, June 1957 
Information obtained from the ~ i f e  Science Law & Industry Report, 3 LSLI 49 1 (May 8, 2009), attached hereto as 

Appendix 11. 
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term related is used as an alternative for dependent in referring to inventions 
other than independent inventions (emphasis added). 

Related inventions are distinct ifthe inventions as claimed are not connected in at 
least one of design, operation, or effect (e.g., can be made by, or used in, a 
materially different process) and wherein at least one invention is PATENTABLE 
(novel and nonobvious) OVER THE OTHER (though they may each be 
unpatentable over the prior art). See MPEP $ 8(%5.05(c) (combination and 
subcombination) and fj 806.05u) (related products or related processes) for 
examples of when a two-way test is required for distinctness (emphasis added). 

It is further noted that the terms "independent" and "distinct" are used in 
decisions with varying meanings. All decisions should be read carefully to 
determine the meaning intended. 

According to the Office, inventions that are not independent (i.e., that are dependent or 
"related") will be restricted if they are distinct. Related inventions are "distinct" if they "are not ' 

connected in at least one of design, operation, or effect (e.g., can be made by, or used in, a 
materially different process) and wherein at least one invention is PATENTABLE (novel and 
nonobvious) OVER THE OTHER (though they may each be unpatentable over the prior art)." 

Therefore, test is effectively, whether claims are "distinct." That is, they "are not connected 
in at least one of design, operation, or effect (e.g., can be made by, or used in, a materially 
different process); and wherein at least one invention is PATENTABLE (novel and nonobvious) 
OVER THE OTHER." It is not clear why the Office goes through the trouble of describing 
"related but distinct" when "distinct" appears to be the Office's sole standard. That is, the Office 
has already concluded that "independent" inventions are, by definition, "distinct." See, for 
example, MPEP $ 5  806,806.03, and 806.05: 

Where two or more related inventions are claimed, the principal question to be 
determined in connection with a requirement to restrict or a rejection on the 
ground of double patenting is whether or not the inventions as claimed are 
distinct. If they are distinct, restriction may be proper. If they are not distinct, 
restriction is never proper. (MPEP $ 806.05, emphasis added) 

The word "distinct" as used in 35 U.S.C. $ 121 was not defined by Congress. Moreover, 
Congress clearly did not intend simply to use the single word "distinct." The Office's definition 
of distinct: "not connected in at least one of design, operation, or effect (e.g., can be made by, or 
used in, a materially different process) and wherein at least one invention is PATENTABLE 
(novel and nonobvious) OVER THE OTHER (though they may each be unpatentable over the 
prior art)" has no basis in the legislative history. Unfortunately, this definition, without additional 
specific Office guidance, opens the door for myriad examiner interpretations and applications. 
For example, examiner often state that inventions are "distinct" when "the inventions can be 
used in a materially different process." When faced with a restriction formed on this basis, the 
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applicant has no reasonable avenue to argue this point, other than argue that such a basis is not in 
accord with the Statute. Moreover, since one could argue that any two things can be used in 
materially different processes, such a basis has become commonplace and hence, "normal" 
restriction practice. Importantly, this Office-created standard does not reliably determine whether 
two or more claims in a single application recite independent and distinct inventions. 

A. 	Examiners Typically Provide Only Conclusory Statements 
Using MPEP Form Paragraphs 

As demonstrated above, the test of whether claims recite "distinct" inventions is highly 
subjective and provides an incentive for abuse. Office Actions that contain an allegation of 
distinct inventions typically contain conclusory statements asserting, e.g., that the claims recite 
inventions that "can be used in a materially different process." Moreover, such conclusory 
statements are copied from the MPEPYs form paragraphs. Often, the applicant is given no 
specific evidence or reasoning why the claimed inventions 'are considered "distinct." 

MPEP Section 817 states "Form paragraphs 8.14-8.20.02 may be used as appropriate to set 
forth the reasons for the holding of independence or distinctness" (emphasis added). The USPTO 
Memorandum of January 21, 2010, authored by Robert W. ~ a h r , ~is an example of the Office's 
improper guidance for examiners. Specifically, the Memorandum states: 

First, it is never appropriate to require an election between species (or inventions) 
that are not patentably distinct5 (page 1, emphasis added). 

Second, form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set forth in the April 25, 2007 memo 
and in OACS specify that the species are independent or distinct "because claims 
to the different species recite the mutually exclusive characteristics of such 
species." 

To help ensure that all restriction requirements, including election of species 
requirements, set forth the requisite burden, and to give the applicant notice of 
why there is a burden, form paragraphs 8.01, 8.02, and 8.21 have been revised to 
provide for the examiner to specify at least one applicable reason (page 2, 
emphasis added). 

Form Paragraph 8.0 1 states: 

8.01 Requiring an Election of Species; Species Claim(s) Present 

This application contains claims directed to the following patentably distinct 
species [I]. The species are independent or distinct because [Z].In addition, these 
species are not obvious variants of each other based on the current record. 

Attached as Appendix I 
We assume the Office's use of "Patentably Distinct" is essentially the same definition as used for "distinct" since 

the definition of "distinct" includes the requirement that at least one invention be patentable over the other. 
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The "Examiner Note" associated with Form Paragraph 8.01 states: 

Examiner Note: 

1. In bracket 1, identify the species andlor grouping(s) of patentably indistinct 
species fiom which an election is to be made. The species may be identified as the 
species of figures 1,2, and 3, for example, or the species of examples I, 11, and 111, 
respectively. Where the election requirement identifies a grouping of patentably 
indistinct species, applicant should not be required to elect a specific species 
within that grouping. 

2. In bracket 2 insert the reason(s) why the species or grouping(s) of species are 
independent or distinct. See MPEP 5 806.04(b), 5 806.04(f) and 5 806.04(h). For 
example, insert --the claims to the dzferent species recite the mutually exclusive 
characteristics of such species--, and provide a description of the mutually 
exclusive characteristics of each species or grouping of species (page 3, emphasis 
added). 

Examiners cannot comply with the Patent Statute and Rules through rote use of MPEP form 
paragraphs. Indeed, it is our experience that of the numerous patent applications we file covering 
a variety of technologies, the written basis for restriction requirements in these cases is largely 
the same. This tells us that the improper practice is not confined to specific art units. 

The Office must revise the MPEP form paragraphs according to statutory standards and must 
encourage examiners to use properly drafted form paragraphs as a guide in preparing restriction 
requirements. Furthermore, the Office should consider subjecting to public comment any 
proposed new or revised MPEP form paragraph. In effect, the drafters of MPEP form paragraphs 
have been allowed to unilaterally change the standards for restriction practice. 

1. A New Criterion for Distinctness is Introduced: 
"Mutually Exclusive Characteristics" 

As shown above, examiners are being instructed to utilize form paragraphs to "ensure . . . that 
all restriction requirements set forth the requisite burden .. . ." Indeed, Form Paragraph 8.01 
provides a new (or additional) standard for distinctness: whether the claims recite inventions (or 
species) that include "mutually exclusive characteristics." This recently added criterion, or test, 
for distinctness appears to have been added into Form Paragraph 8.01 via a USPTO 
Memorandum fiom John Love, Deputy Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy dated April 
25, 2007.~ This criterion was maintained in Form Paragraph 8.01 by Robert Bahr in his USPTO 
Memorandum of January 2 1,20 1 0. 

Attached hereto as Appendix I11 
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In addition, Form Paragraph 8.14.01 states: 

Inventions [I] and [2] are directed to related [3]. The related inventions are 
distinct if the (1) the inventions as claimed are either not capable of use together 
or can have a materially different design, mode of operation, function, or effect; 
(2) the inventions do not overlap in scope, i.e., are mutually exclusive; and (3) the 
inventions as claimed are not obvious variants. See MPEP 5 806.05Q). In the 
instant case, the inventions as claimed [4]. Furthermore, the inventions as claimed 
do not encompass overlapping subject matter and there is nothing of record to 
show them to be obvious variants. 

However, this explanation in MPEP Form Paragraph 8.14.01 is not consistent with the 
Office's own MPEP at Section 802.01 under the heading "Related But Distinct" quoted above. 
For ease of comparison, the two are reproduced here. 

Related inventions are distinct ifthe inventions as claimed are not connected in at 
least one of design, operation, or effect (e.g., can be made by, or used in, a 
materially different process) and wherein at least one invention is PATENTABLE 
(novel and nonobvious) OVER- THE OTHER (though they may each be 
unpatentable over the prior art) (Section 802.01, emphasis added). 

The related inventions are distinct ifthe (1) the inventions as claimed are either 
not capable of use together or can have a materially different design, mode of 
operation, function, or effect; (2) the inventions do not overlap in scope, i.e., are 
mutually exclusive; and (3) the inventions as claimed are not obvious variants 
(Form Paragraph 8.14.01, emphasis added). 

It is apparent that the revisions to the MPEP and its form paragraphs do not provide 
consistent guidance to examiners or to the community for Office actions that set forth a 
restriction requirement. We encourage the Office to revise the MPEP and the form paragraphs to 
be compliant with the Patent Statute. 

ii. 	 Examiners Should Be Required to Demonstrate Why a Serious,Burden 
Exists if Restriction is Not Required. 

The second prong necessary to establish a restriction requirement is the demonstration of a 
"serious burden" on the examiner if restriction is not required. MPEP 5 808.02 states: 

808.02 Establishing Burden [R-51 

Where the * inventions as claimed are shown to be independent or distinct under 
the criteria of MPEP 5 806.05(c) - 5 806.06, the examiner, in order to establish 
reasons for insisting upon restriction, must explain why there would be a serious 
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burden on the examiner if restriction is not required. Thus the examiner must 
show by appropriate explanation one of the following: 

(A) Separate classification thereof This shows that each invention has attained 
recognition in the art as a separate subject for inventive effort, and also a separate 
field of search. Patents need not be cited to show separate classification. 

(B) A separate status in the art when they are classifiable together: Even though 
they are classified together, each invention can be shown to have formed a 
separate subject for inventive effort when the examiner can show a recognition of 
separate inventive effort by inventors. Separate status in the art may be shown by 
citing patents which are evidence of such separate stat&, and also of a separate 
field of search. 

(C) A different field of search: where it is necessary to search for one of the 
inventions in a manner that is not likely to result in finding art pertinent to the 
other invention(s) (e.g., searching different classes/subclasses or electronic 
resources, or employing different search queries, a different field of search is 
shown, even though the two are classified together. The indicated different field 
of search must in fact be pertinent to the type of subject matter covered by the 
claims. Patents need not be cited to show different fields of search (emphasis 
added). 

Simply requiring examiners to complyfully with MPEP 5 808.02 would be a significant help 
to applicants. Many restriction requirements do not come with any justification for alleging a 
"serious burden." Indeed, in our experience, the majority of restriction requirements merely 
include Form Paragraph 8.21.01 (found in MPEP 5 817) as the alleged "justification": 

8.21.01Conclusion to All Restriction Requirements: Different ClassiJication 

Because these inventions are independent or distinct for the reasons given above 
and there would be a serious burden on the examiner if restriction is not required 
because the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art in view of their 
different classification, restriction for examination purposes as indicated is proper 
(emphasis added). 

However, sometimes when an examiner attempts to demonstrate that a "serious burden" 
exists, the examiner almost always provides the general search classification of the groups of 
inventions. Typically, no other information is provided. While we appreciate the examiner's 
effort to classify the restricted inventions, examiners must be reminded that restriction is never 
proper when the groups are classified in the same class and field of search, and no other 
justification is provided. See MPEP 5 808.02 "Where, however, the classification is the same and 
the field of search is the same and there is no clear indication of separate future classification and 
field of search, no reasons exist for dividing among independent or related inventions." 
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In addition, the Office is instructing examiners to use form paragraphs to ensure 
demonstration of the "serious burden" prong. See Form Paragraphs 8.01, 8.02 and 8.21 as 
described in the Robert W. Bahr USPTO Memorandum of January 21,2010. For example: 

Note that form~paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set forth in MPEP Chapter 800 do not 
include an explanation regarding burden, however the restriction requirement is to 
be concluded with one of form paragraphs 8.21.01-8.21.03 as set forth in that 
chapter. Revised form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set forth below include the 
burden explanation; furthermore, revised form paragraph 8.21 consolidates and 
replaces form paragraphs 8.21.01-8.21.03 and 8.22 as set forth in MPEP Chapter 
8 00 (emphasis added). 

8.21 To Establish Burden AND Requirement for Election and Means for 
Traversal for all Restriction, other than an Election of Species 

There is a serious search and/or examination burden for the patentably distinct 
species as set forth above because at least the following reason(s) apply: 

(emphasis added) 

In the Examiner Note for paragraph 8.01, the following four burden explanations 'are 
provided for the examiner: 

4. In bracket 4 insert the applicable reason(s) why there is a search andlor 
examination burden: 

--the species or groupings of patentably indistinct species have acquired a 
separate status in the art in view of their different classification 

--the species or groupings of patentably indistinct species have acquired a 
separate status in the art due to their recognized divergent subject matter 

--the species or groupings of patentably indistinct species require a different field 
of search (e.g., searching different classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or 
employing different search strategies or search queries). 

(emphasis added) 

Clearly, examiners are being improperly instructed to satisfy their "serious burden" 
requirement by simply reciting any one of the four possible choices listed above. This is not 
consistent with Statute or even the Office's own MPEP. Based on this instruction, no 
classification actually needs to be performed, no analysis of the field of search is performed, and 
no analysis of whether the inventions have achieved a separate status in the art needs to be done. 

As stated in the Introductory Comments of this paper, the undersigned was informed by a 
Supervisory Patent Exapner that examiners are being taught to use only form paragraphs and 
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not to provide any support for an allegation of "serious burden." This is reportedly due to the 
Office's position that most applicants do not traverse restriction requirements and, therefore, 
examiners can avoid justifying the "serious burden" requirement until an applicant traverses. It is 
our experience that even under traversal and when pressed for evidence of "serious burden" most 
examiners do not provide the required information and simply deem the restriction as "finaly- 
apparently hoping the applicant will drop the traversal. In this situation, an applicant is left to 
decide whether to pay counsel to file a Petition, or simply comply with the improper 
requirement. We believe most applicants simply comply because it is a less expensive alternative . 

to filing a Petition with the Director--especially when it is generally regarded that efforts to 
traverse and petition a restriction requirement are not typically successful. 

The Office and the patent community would greatly benefit from consistency in the standards 
applied when determining whether claims are directed to "independent and distinct" inventions. 
If the Office continues to utilize "distinct" as opposed to the statutory "independent and distinct," 
then the Office should issue a new clear and straightforward definition that does not open the 
door to myriad interpretations and potential abuse by examiners. Further, there should be an 
emphasis on requiring examiners to follow the MPEP and to demonstrate, with evidence, the 
"distinctness" of the inventions, as well as the demonstration of a "serious burden." Consistency 
between the form paragraphs and the Statute, Rules and even the MPEP itself would improve the 
practice. 

b. Lowering the Standards in the MPEP for Establishing "Serious Burden" 

. . Will Add Further Uncertainty and Inconsistency 


The removal of current standards for establishing serious burden, as is being considered by 
the Office, will impose additional uncertainty and inconsistency on an applicant, and will create 
more work for an examiner. Indeed, the Request notes that the Office is considering removing 
the current standards for establishing "serious burden" and instructing examiners that a "serious 
burden" can be established "when the prior art applicable to one invention would not likely be 
applicable to another invention (e.g., because of a different field of art or different effective filing 
date)." This proposed revision is completely unnecessary if the examiners are merely instructed 
tofollow the Law and Rules. 

The proposed revision appears to require an examiner to actually perform a search of all 
claims in advance of requiring the restriction in order to determine whether "prior art applicable 
to one invention is not likely applicable to another invention." If the examiner performs a search 
of prior art vis-d-vis & of the originally filed claims (as presumably would be necessary to meet 
this standard), then there can be no future serious burden on an examiner since the search has 
already been performed. 
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If the proposed revision does not require an examiner to perform a search prior to making the 
allegation that "prior art applicable to one invention is not likely applicable to another 
invention," then such an allegation amounts to mere speculation. The Request implies that the 
proposed revision: "when the prior art applicable to one invention would not likely be applicable 
to another invention" could be satisfied by showing a "different field of art" or "different 
effective filing date." Therefore, the proposed revision would instruct examiners to establish 
"serious burden" by merely alleging "different field of art" or "different effective filing date." 

We respectfully submit that this proposed revision is not an improvement to current practice. 
Indeed, it is ripe for at least as much abuse as the current open-ended Office definition of 
"distinct." Moreover, it is not clear from the Request how a "different effective filing date" 
would per se indicate that "the prior art applicable to one invention would not likely be. 
applicable to another invention." The Request did not provide examples of such a scenario. 
Again, the idea behind 35 U.S.C. 5 121 is to prevent an applicant from claiming two or more 
independent and distinct inventions in one application. It is not clear how the mere determination 
of "different effective filing date" indicates that two or more independent and distinct inventions 
are being claimed in one application. 

Further, the proposed revision provides no real concrete standard for an applicant to judge 
whether an examiner is correct in his or her allegation. The allegation that prior art applicable to 
one invention would not likely be applicable to another invention is not a determinative indicator 
of independent and distinct inventions. One can imagine an examiner might always find prior art 
that is applicable to one invention but would not likely be applicable to another invention. 
Moreover, it is unknown what he term "applicable" actually means in this context. Does this 
mean applicable under 35 U.S.C. 5 102 or 35 U.S.C. § 103? If the examiner makes such an 
allegation regarding on the merits of a claim, then we submit that the examiner provide objective 
evidence to support the allegation. Again, if an examiner is required to do more than merely 
allege "applicability" of the reference, then we believe then examiner will have to examine the 
claims on the merits. And no "serious burden" can be demonstrated since the search has already 
been performed on all claims. 

Lastly, by allowing examiners to justify the "serious burden" by including language from a 
newly revised form paragraph-as opposed ot providing objective evidence--does not further , 

the purpose of the Request, which is to "improve the quality and consistency of restriction 
requirements." 

c. 	 "Examination Burden" is not Consistent with Historic Practices nor with 

Patent Statute or Patent Rules 


The Request indicates that the Office is considering revising the MPEP to specify that "a 
serious burden on the examineryy encompasses search burden andlor examination burden." As 
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shown above in. the USPTO Memorandum from Robert W. Bahr, some MPEP form paragraphs 
already utilize the "search andlor examination" burden as justification. This standard is clearly 
not in accord with Statute or historical practice. Changing the MPEP to lower the burden level 
for establishing a restriction requirement would mean that a restriction requirement could 
conceivably be used in every patent application. The Request indicates that: 

However, the determination of whether a claimed invention is allowable requires 
both a search of the prior art and an examination of the application to determine 
whether the claimed invention meets the statutory requirements for patentability. 
The burden imposed by the examination of patentably distinct inventions is, in 
many cases, as serious as the burden imposed by searching for such inventions. 

We agree that the searching and examination of two applications is more burdensome than 
searching and examination of a single application. However, this does not indicate that an 
application contains claims to separately patentable inventions-which is the basis of. the 
restriction practice (see 35 U.S.C. $ 121, 37 CFR $ 5  1.141, 1.142). We submit that this proposed 
revision runs counter to statutory mandate. 

It is noted that the examiner mustfirst make the case that separately patentable inventions are 
claimed in a single application. In other words, the burden described by the Request is a burden 
assumed after-the-fact. Examination of two applications does not establish that two "patentably 
distinct" inventions actually exist in the application. Further, the proposed revision provides no 
firm standard for an applicant to judge whether an examiner is correct in his allegation. 
Examiners are always burdened with examination of an application during prosecution; however, 
this is not a per se indicator of separately patentable inventions. One can imagine an examiner 
might easily allege that an examination burden exists in an application, whether or not the claims 
are directed to two or more separately patentable inventions. This proposed revision of the 
MPEP will certainly lead to less consistency and possibly significant abuse. 

d. Restricting Claims Based on Non-Prior Art Issues Such as Under 35 
U.S.C. $5 101, 112, First Paragraph Does Not Indicate that an 
Application per se Contains Claims to Separately Patentable Inventions 

The Request also states that the Office is considering revising the MPEP to indicate that a 
"serious burden" can be established when inventions "are likely to raise different non-prior art 
issues under 35 U.S.C. $$ 101, 112, first paragraph" (emphasis added). 

We agree that certain claims may raise different issues under 35 U.S.C. 5 $ 101, 112, first 
paragraph. However, this is not a per se indicator that an application contains claims to 
independent and distinct inventions-which is the basis of the restriction practice (see 35 U.S.C. 
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§ 121, 37 CFR $5 1.141, 1.142). We submit that this proposed revision runs counter to statutory 
mandate. 

Whether or not two or more claims are likely to satisfy both the written description and 
enablement requirements is immaterial to the analysis of whether those claims recite separately 
patentable inventions. The written description and enablement requirements are determined 
based on whether the subject matter disclosed in the SpeciJication is sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements. The legal inquiry under § 112, first paragraph, examines the Specification text as 
opposed to examining claim text. Claim text is examined to determine whether two or more 
claims recite separately patentable inventions. What a Specification discloses is not a per se 
indicator relevant to whether independent and distinct inventions are claimed. 

Similarly to the above, an analysis of a claim for patentable subject matter eligibility under 
35 U.S.C. § 101 is a legal inquiry that is distinct from the legal inquiry of whether two or more 
claims recite independent and distinct inventions. Subject matter eligibility does not involve 
determining whether two or more claims recite independent and distinct inventions. This also is 
not an indicator relevant to restriction practice. 

e. Grouping of Species Together 

The Request notes that the Office is considering revising the MPEP to instruct examiners to 
"group together species that are not patentably distinct fiom each other." It also states that "the 
examiner should require election of either a single species [sic] or a single. grouping of 
patentably indistinct species, and the applicant should not be required to elect a specific species 
within a grouping of patentably indistinct species." 

We agree with this proposed revision with the caveat that examiners be required according to 
statute to set forth, in every restriction requirement, the evidence and reasoning for alleging 
"independent and distinct" inventions as well as evidence and reasoning supporting the assertion 
of a "serious burden," as we have detailed supra. 

The MPEP already mandates that examiners must always set forth the reasons why the 
inventions are independent or distinct and why there would be a serious burden on the examiner 
if restriction was not required. Changing the MPEP and its form paragraphs to guide examiners 
based on statutory standards "independent and distinctyy would be well-received by the 
community. Lowering the standard for establishing "serious burden" using immaterial rationale 
such as 35 U.S.C. fj 10 1, 1 12, first paragraph, or using a purported "examination burden" would 
lead to less consistency and empower examiner's to restrict claims based on indeterminate 
criteria. Moreover, the applicant has little recourse against such reasoning, other than to traverse, 
which is generally regarded as unlikely to be successful. 
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111. 	 How Should The Process Of Traversing Or Requesting Reconsideration 

Be Changed To Achieve More Consistent, Accurate, Timely and Cost- 

Effective Review? 


a. 	 The Practice of "Requiring" an Applicant Identify Claims Encompassing 
the Elected Invention is Improper and Must be Stopped 

Rule 143 provides the authorization for an applicant to traverse a restriction requirement. The 
MPEPYs "requirements" for traversing a restriction requirement have become increasingly 
complex and can impose severe restrictions on an applicant's ability to respond properly. For 
example, MPEP fj 818.03(b) mandates the examiner use of Form Paragraph 8.22 in every 
restriction requirement. Form Paragraph 8.22 states: 

8.22 Requirement for Election and Means for Traversal 

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must 
include (i) an election of a species or invention to be .examined even though the 
requirement be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and (ii) ident@cation of the claims . 

encompassing the elected invention. 

The election of an invention or species may be made with or without traverse. To 
reserve a right to petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply 
does not distinctly and specifically point out supposed errors in the restriction 
requirement, the election shall be treated as an election without traverse. 

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the inventions or species are not 
patentably distinct, applicant should submit evidence or ,identify such evidence 
now of record showing the inventions or species to be obvious variants or clearly 
admit on the record that this is the case. In either instance, if the examiner finds 
one of the inventions unpatentable over the prior art, the evidence or admission 
may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) of the other invention (emphasis 
added). 

The MPEP Form Paragraph 8.22 is at odds with the other requirements of the MPEP and the 
Statute. By requiring an applicant to provide the claim listing that identifies the "claims 
encompassing the elected invention," the Office has taken the MPEP form paragraphs and 
improperly given them the effect of the Statute or the ~ules'. In addition, the MPEP fails to cite 
any binding legal authority to support the "requirement" that an applicant must include "a listing 
of all claims encompassing" an elected species. Because the asserted "requirement', is stated in a 
MPEP form paragraph, it does not impose a legal obligation on an applicant to provide such 
listing. 

By its own admission, the MPEP "does not have the force of law or the force of the rules in Title 37 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations," see MPEP Foreword) 
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If the Office requires a listing of claims readable thereon, the Office should instruct 
examiners to provide their own claim listing. The examiner must have already identified the 

.claims associated with the various species groups. As described above, the examiner typically 
states as the basis for the restriction requirement "[tlhe species are independent or distinct 
because claims to the species recite the mutually exclusive characteristics of such species." We 
believe this conclusory statement could not have been made without first identifying each 
specific claim and its respective claim "characteristics." Because the examiner must perform this 
claim review in order to make the statement, the examiner must have drawn his own view of a 
relationship of the claims to the various species. Thus, this information is already available to the 
examiner. We believe that the "requirement" imposed on an applicant to provide the claim listing 
to be an improper shifting of burden that is not in accord with Statute or MPEP 8 8 14. 

Moreover, by requiring an applicant to identify claims that "encompass" an elected invention 
invites the applicant to make potentially claim scope-limiting statements in the record. Such pre- 
issuance claim interpretation statements could possibly be used against an applicant under post- 
issuance claim interpretation rules. Applicants are well-advised to not characterize their claims, 
especially since the Office is required to identify the claims associated with each purported 
species or group. See MPEP 8 $ 806.0 1, and 814. See, in particular MPEP 8 806.04(e) wherein it 
is stated "claims are definitions of inventions." Since "inventions" are to be restricted, "[tlhe 
examiner must provide a clear and detailed record of the restriction requirement to provide a 
clear demarcation between restricted inventions so that it can be determined whether inventions 
claimed in a continuing application are consonant with the restriction requirement and therefore 
subject to the prohibition against double patenting rejections under 35 U.S.C. 121" (MPEP tj 
814, emphasis added). A "clear demarcation" requires the examiner identify the claims 
associated with each group or species. 

b. 	 It is Improper to Restrict the Claims Based on Figures or Examples of the 
Specification 

We receive a significant number of restriction requirements that are based solely on the 
allegation that patentably distinct inventions are disclosed in the figures or examples-not the 
claims. We traverse each of these requirements, resulting in a minority (certainly not all) of such 
restriction requirements being withdrawn or modified. However, the practice continues even 
with the same examiners. Since the claims define the invention that an applicant seeks to patent 
(see MPEP 8 608.01(k)), MPEP 8 806.01 requires an examiner to consider the claims: 

806.01 Compare Claimed Subject Matter [R-31 

In passing upon questions of double patenting and restriction, it is the claimed 
subject matter that is considered and such claimed subject matter must be 
compared in order to determine the question of distinctness or independence. 
>However, a provisional election of a single species may be required where only 
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generic claims are presented and the generic claims recite such a multiplicity of 
species that an unduly extensive and burdensome search is necessary (emphasis 
added). 

By only referring to the figures of the as-filed application, examiners are requiring restriction 
of inventions (or species) that are disclosed, as opposed to inventions (or species) that are 
claimed. It is clear from the discussion above that an applicant may claim "more than one species 
of an invention, not to exceed a reasonable number, may be specifically claimed -in different 
claims" in one national application (see 37 CFR 5 1.141). See also 37 5 CFR 1.146: "the 
examiner may require the applicant in the reply to that action to elect a species of his or her 
invention to which his or her claim will be restricted.. .. However, if such application contains 
claims directed to more than a reasonable number of species. .." (emphasis added). Clearly, 
claims are to be restricted, not figures or examples. 

Restriction based on figures is a relatively recent phenomenon. Indeed, we believe a source 
of the inconsistency and confusion is the USPTO Memorandum fiom John Love, dated April 25, 
2007, that was supported by the USPTO Memorandum by Robert W. Bahr, dated January 21, 
2010. Both are referenced above. In the Memoranda, regarding the "Examiner Note" associated 
with at least Form Paragraph 8.01, examiners are instructed that "[tlhe species may be identified 
as the species of figures 1, 2 and 3, for example, or the species of examples I, I1 and 111, 
respectively" (emphasis added). As shown above, this is without any basis in law and confuses 
both examiners and applicants, thus causing a great deal of improper and unnecessary restrictions 
and traversals. 

Restriction practice based on anything other than the claimed subject matter, e.g., figures and 
examples, is improper and not in accord with the Statute, Rules, or even the Office's own MPEP. 
We encourage the Office to instruct examiners and management of the USPTO to cease the 
practice of requiring restriction between figures or examples. 

IV. 	 How Could the Office Clarify Requirements for Restriction Between 
Related Product ~nve'ntions or Related process Inventions Where the 
Relationship is not Specifically Provided in MPEP Chapter 800? 

The Request states that the Office is "considering providing for a new section in the MPEP to 
address restriction between related product inventions or related process inventions not otherwise 
provided for in MPEP Sec. Sec. 806 through 806.05(j)." Specifically, the Request states: 

Specifically, the Office is considering explaining that to support a requirement 
for restriction between two or more related product inventions, or between two or 
more related process inventions, that are not otherwise provided for in MPEP Sec. 
Sec. 806 through 806.05(j), there must be two-way distinctness (see MPEP Sec. 
802.01) and a serious burden if restriction were not required. The Office is 
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considering explaining that for such related product inventions or such related 
process inventions, the inventions are distinct if: (1) The inventions as claimed 
have mutually exclusive characteristics (see MPEP Sec. Sec. 806 through 
806.05(f)); (2) the inventions as claimed are not obvious variants over each other; 
and (3) each invention as claimed can be made by, or used in, a materially 
different process or product. In an effort to reduce the number of improper 
requirements for restriction between related product inventions or related process 
inventions, the Office is considering explaining that where claims of an 
application define the same essential characteristics of a single invention, e.g., the 
claims vary from each other only in breadth or scope (ranging fkom broad to 
detailed), the examiner should not require restriction between such claims 
(emphasis added). 

We agree with and applaud the Office for its efforts to reduce the number of improper 
requirements for restriction between related product inventions or related process inventions. 
Further, we commend the Office in its efforts to instruct examiners to consider explaining that 
where claims of an application define the same essential characteristics of a single invention, 
e.g., the claims vary from each other only in breadth or scope (ranging from broad to detailed), 
the examiner should not require restriction between such claims. 

Regarding the related product inventions or related process inventions, we do not believe the 
proposed revision to the MPEP will provide clarity, consistency or reduced workload. Indeed, 
the standard used in the proposed revision is essentially the same as described above for Form 
Paragraph 8.14.01. As demonstrated above, the standard of distinctness defined by Form 
Paragraph 8.14.01 is different from the definition in MPEP Section 802.01. If this revision is 
implemented, examiners would receive guidance that is not consistent with the MPEP, Patent 
Statute or the Patent Rules. The guidance offered to examiners would create more ambiguity 
regarding the meaning of the term "distinct." An easy solution would be for the Office to restate 
the standard (as "independent and distinct"), maintain that standard in all Office guidance to 
examiners, and require examiners to prove independence and distinctness instead of instructing 
examiners to use form paragraphs as a way to satisfy their legal burden. 

V. How Could the Office Modify Markush Practice? 

The Request states: 

First, if the examiner determines that the elected species is allowable, the Office is 
considering specifying that the examination of the Markush-type claim will be 
extended to the extent necessary to determine the patentability of the claim, i.e., to 
determine whether any nonelected species is unpatentable for any reason (35 
U.S.C. 101, 102, 103, or 112, or nonstatutory double patenting). If a nonelected 
species is determined to be unpatentable, the Markush-type claim would be 
rejected, and the search and examination would not be extended to  cover all 
nonelected species. 
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We agree with the analysis and support the Office's efforts to clarify this aspect of Markush 
practice. 

The Request also states: 

Next, the Office is considering revising the treatment of amended Markush-type 
claims to clarify that whether an Office action may be made final is determined by 
whether the conditions in MPEP Sec. 706.07 for making a second or subsequent 
Office action final are met and is not dependent upon, whether the examiner 
previously required a provisional election of species. 

We agree with the analysis and support the Office's efforts to clarify this aspect of Markush 
practice. 

The Request also states: -

Lastly, the Office is considering situations where restriction may be proper 
between a subcombination and a combination when a subcombination sets forth a 
Markush grouping of alternatives. In particular, the Office is referring to a 
subcombination that (1) encompasses two or more subcombination embodiments 
within its scope, and (2) lists those embodiments using Markush-type claim 
language, i.e., lists the embodiments as a group of alternatives from which a 
subcombination embodiment is selected. For example, the Office is considering 
whether restriction would be proper between a subcombination claim to an 
individual DNA molecule selected from a list of alternative embodiments and a 
combination claim to an array comprising a plurality of DNA molecules wherein 
one or more of the DNA molecules are selected from the list of alternative 
embodiments set forth in the subcombination claim. In such a situation, the 
combination claim does not require all the elements of any particular claimed 
subcombination to be present in the claimed array. 

We believe the decision whether to restrict "between a subcombination and a combination 
when a subcombination sets forth a Markush grouping of alternatives" is entirely a fact-specific 
determination. We do not believe every subcombination that sets forth a Markush grouping 
should automatically be restricted from the combination. Indeed, the Office should reinforce 
requirements that restricted inventions must be demonstrated, by the examiner, to be independent 
and distinct and that a serious burden would exist in order to justify the restriction. 

Importantly, in the fact situation described in the Request, the Office states its justification 
for why it believes restriction is proper: "In such a situation, the combination claim does not 
require all the elements of any particular claimed subcombination to be present in the claimed 
array." However, only do we believe this statement to be factually incorrect, but it is an 
inaccurate paraphrasing of the actual test in MPEP 5 806.05(c). The Office failed to also 
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consider the other prong of the test set forth in MPEP 5 806.05(c). That is, whether "(B) the 
subcombination can be shown to have utility either by itself or in another materially different 
combination." It is not apparent whether the Office simply ignored the second part of the test, or 
if the Office is proposing modifying the test to include only the Office's inaccurate paraphrasing 
of the first prong. 

While it is not clear in the example provided whether the combination claim is dependent 
upon the subcombination claim, we take this opportunity to express our belief that it is improper 
to restrict a dependent claim from its respective independent claim. Because a dependent claim, 
by definition, includes all of the recitations of the claim from which it depends, the dependent 
and independent claims cannot be considered to be independent and distinct inventions. See, for 
example, 37 CFR $ 1.141(a); and MPEP 806.03: 

§ 1.141 Different inventions in one national application. 

(a) Two or more independent and distinct inventions may not be claimed in one 
national application, except that more than one species of an invention, not to 
exceed a reasonable number, may be specifically claimed in different claims in 
one national application, provided the application also includes an allowable 
claim generic to all the claimed species and all the claims to species in excess of 
one are written in dependent form (4 1.75) or otherwise include all the limitations 
of the generic claim (emphasis added). 

806.03 Single Embodiment, Claims Defining Same Essential Features [R-31 

Where the claims of an application define the same essential characteristics of a 
single disclosed embodiment of an invention, restriction therebetween should 
never be required. This is because the claims are *>not directed to distinct 
inventions; rather they are< different definitions of the same disclosed subject 
matter, varying in breadth or scope of definition. 

Where such claims *>are voluntarily presented< in different applications 
**>having at least one common inventor or a common assignee (i.e., no 
restriction requirement was made by the Office)<, disclosing the same 
embodiments, see MPEP § 804 - 5 804.02. 

Further, while not stated in the example provided, it appears that the claim the Office 
considers a "combination" is a dependent claim to "an array comprising a plurality of DNA 
molecules wherein one or more of the DNA molecules are selected from the list of alternative 
embodiments set forth in the subcombination claim." The "subcombination" claim is an 
independent claim to an "individual DNA molecule selected from a list of alternative 
embodiments." MPEP Section 5 806.05(c) requires a "two-way distinctness" test to restrict such 
claims. That is, "[tlhe inventions are distinct if it can be shown that a combination as claimed: 
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(A) does not require the particulars of the subcombination as claimed for patentability (to show 
novelty and unobviousness), and (B) the subcombination can be shown to have utility either by 
itself or in another materially different combination. When these factors cannot be shown, such 
inventions are not distinct." Using this two-way test, and assuming the DNA molecules are 
novel, it would be evident that the DNA molecule "subcombination" and the array 
cccombination" would not be distinct and should not be restricted. This is similar to Example I 
given in MPEP 5 806.05(c). 

The applicant could have drafted claims to each individual DNA molecule as opposed to 
using a Markush-style claim. This is a matter of style, not substance. Claim scope remains the 
same. Logically, if an individual DNA molecule presented in a single claim cannot be restricted 
fiom the array claim, then a Markush claim to multiple DNA molecules should not be'restricted. 
Again, the Office should not automatically restrict between a combination and a subcombination 
merely because the subcombination recites a Markush grouping. The restriction should never be 
proper if the claims have a dependency relationship. 

The Office also stated in the Request: 

Apart from these specific considerations, the Office invites suggestions from the 
public regarding changes to the practice of requiring election/restriction of 
Markush claims in a manner that balances the interests ofthe Office and those of 
the public in the context of the current statutory and regulatory framework. 

We appreciate the Office's effort to solicit suggestions to improve the practice in a way that 
balances the Office's interests and those of the public. However, we believe it is in the best 
interests of both the public and the Office to consistently follow the Statute and Rules. Further, 
the Office's own MPEP § 803.02 provides relevant guidance: 

If the members of the Markush group are sufficiently few in number or so closely 
related that a search and examination of the entire claim can be made without 
serious burden, the examiner must examine all the members of the Markush group 
in the claim on the merits, even though they may be directed to independent and 
distinct inventions. In such a case, the examiner will not follow the procedure 
described below and will not require provisional election of a single species. >See 
MPEP 5 808.02.< 

Since the decisions in In re Weber, 580 F.2d 455, 198 USPQ 328 (CCPA 1978) 
and In re Haas, 580 F.2d 461, 198 USPQ 334 (CCPA 1978), it is improper for the 
Office to refuse to examine that which applicants regard as their invention, unless 
the subject matter in a claim lacks unity of invention. In re Harnisch, 631 F.2d 
7 16, 206 USPQ 300 (CCPA 1980); and Ex parte Hozumi, 3 USPQ2d 1059 (Bd. 
Pat. App. & Int. 1984). Broadly, unity of invention exists where compounds 
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included within a Markush group (1) share a common utility, and (2) share a 
substantial structural feature essential to that utility (emphasis added). 

Section 2172 of the MPEP states that: "the invention set forth in the claims must be 
presumed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to be that which applicants regard as their 
invention. In re Moore, 439 F.2d 1232, 169 USPQ 236 (CCPA 1971)." Because applicants chose 
to claim their invention in a Markush-style, a presumption exists that the applicant intended each 
specie listed in the Markush group to possess a "common utility" and "share a substantial 
structural feature essential to that utility." Restriction of a Markush group may be proper if the 
examiner proves using objective evidence, as opposed to mere conclusory statements, that the 
species in the grouping lack such characteristics. See In re Harnisch, 631 F.2d 716, 206 USPQ 
300 (CCPA 1980), wherein the benefits of Markush-type claims are described: 

The allowance of a Markush type claim under a true genus claim would appear to 
be beneficial to the applicant without imposing any undue burden on the Patent 
and Trademark Office or in'any way detracting from the rights of the public. Such 
a subgenus claim would enable the applicant to [*724] claim all the disclosed 
operative embodiments and afford him an intermediate [**24] level of protection 
in the event the true genus claims should be subsequently held invalid. 

VI. How Could the Office Improve Rejoinder Practice? 

MPEP 5 821.04 provides guidance to examiners regarding rejoinder practice. MPEP 5 
82 1.04 provides, in part: 

82 1.04 Rejoinder [R-31 
/ 

**>The propriety of a restriction requirement should be reconsidered when all the 
claims directed to the elected invention are in condition for allowance, and the 
nonelected invention(s) should be considered for rejoinder. Rejoinder involves 
withdrawal of a restriction requirement between an allowable elected invention 
and a nonelected invention and examination of the formerly nonelected invention 
on the merits. 

The Request stated: 

The Office is considering changes to rejoinder practice as part of an effort to 
institute more uniform treatment of claims directed to nonelected subject matter 
upon the determination that all claims to the elected invention are allowable. The 
Office is considering whether to define "rejoinder" as the practice of withdrawing 
a restriction requirement as between some or all groupings of claims and 
reinstating certain claims previously withdrawn from consideration that occurs 
when the following conditions are met: (1) All claims to the elected invention are 
allowable; and (2) it is readily apparent that all claims to one or more nonelected 
inventions are allowable for the same reasons that the elected claims are 
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allowable. Claims that meet the second condition for rejoinder may include, for 
example, those that (1) properly depend from an allowable elected claim; (2) 
include all of the limitations of an allowable elected claim; or (3) require no 
further search and/or examination. Claims that may not be eligible for rejoinder 
would include, for example, those that require additional consideration of the 
prior art or raise utility, enablement, or written description issues not considered 
during examination of the allowable elected claims. 

We agree with the most of the proposed changes to rejoinder practice that are mentioned 
above. However, as discussed above, we do not believe that rejoinder of claims "that (1) properly 
depend from an allowable elected claim; [or] (2) include all of the limitations of an allowable 
elected claim" is necessary because it is improper to restrict such dependent claims away fiom 
the independent claim. Similarly, claims that require all the limitations of an elected claim should 
not be restricted away from the elected claim. See, for example, 37 CFR tj 1.141(a); and MPEP tj 
806.03. 

We do not agree, however, that claims should not be rejoined due to "additional 
consideration of the prior art or raise utility, enablement, or written description issues not 
considered during examination of the allowable elected claims." These considerations are 
certainly relevant to the patentability of the non-elected claims, but are immaterial to whether 
such non-elected claims recite a separately patentable invention fiom the elected claims. As 
stated in the Request and in MPEP 5 821.04, rejoinder practice is the practice where the 
propriety of a restriction requirement is reconsidered upon allowance of the elected claims. If it 
is determined that such non-elected claims are directed to an independent and distinct invention 
and there would be a serious burden on the examiner if rejoinder was made, then rejoinder is not 
necessary. However, if the examiner determines that a serious burden on the examiner would not 
occur if non-elected claims were rejoined, then rejoinder of such claims should be made. 

Lastly, the Request stated: 

Separately, the Office is also considering instructing examiners that when all 
claims directed to an elected invention are allowable, nonelected claims must be 
considered for rejoinder and withdrawal of the restriction requirement. In making 
this decision, examiners must reevaluate both aspects of the restriction 
requirement, i.e., whether the nonelected invention(s) as now claimed are 
independent or distinct from the claim(s) to the allowable elected invention and 
whether there would be a serious burden if the nonelected inventions were 
rejoined. 

We agree with the Office's proposed instructions to examiners, with the caveat that the 
standard be changed fiom "independent or distinct" to "independent and distinct." 
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VII. 	 What Other Areas of Restriction Practice Can the Office Improve and 

How? 


We appreciate the Office's efforts to improving restriction practice and its efforts to solicit 
ideas and suggestions fiom the community. We believe the suggestions provided hereinabove 
will significantly improve the consistency, quality and predictability of restriction requirements. 
Other suggestions not already discussed include: 

a. Election of SpeciesLinking Claims 

There seems to be considerable confusion regarding restriction of "species" vis-a-vis 
restriction of "inventions" and vis-a-vis "linking claims." Many Office actions that set forth a 
restriction requirement are based on "patentably distinct species" within dependent claims. The 
independent claim usually is considered as a genus claim, and yet the dependent claim species 
are treated as though they are "patentably distinct inventions." In such a situation, restriction is 
improper for the reasons set forth above regarding improper restrictions of dependent claims 
from their independent claims. 

Further, many restriction requirements confusingly interchange the terms "species" and 
"inventions." It is clear from 37 CFR 5 1.141(a) that the Patent Rules intend to give "species" a 
different meaning and treatment as compared to "inventions." Consistent and appropriate use of 
the terminology "species" and ccinventions'y will help improve restriction practice. 

In addition, "linking claim" restriction practice is in effect the same as genuslspecies 
restriction practice. MPEP 5 806.04 indicates that a genus claim may "link a reasonable number 
of species encompassed thereby." However, under MPEP 5 809, such a claim may be considered 
as a "linking claim." We recommend that the Office clarify the distinction between linking claim 
restriction practice and genuslspecies restriction' practice, or simply eliminate the confusing 
"linking claim" restriction practice altogether. 

b. Credit or Refund Applicant-Paid Excess Claim Fees 

We encourage the Office to implement a policy to credit or refund to an applicant excess 
claim fees paid prior to a restriction requirement. When an applicant files an application it pays 
fees to the Office according to 37 CFR 5 1.16. If an application contains an ccexcessive number 
of claims," the applicant is required to pay fees for the excess claims. When claims are, subject to 
a restriction requirement and an applicant files a divisional application, the applicant is required 
to pay another basic filing fee. 

Under these circumstances, an applicant should be entitled to a credit or a refund of the 
excessive claim fees paid in the original application for claims subsequently filed in the 
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divisional application. For example, in an original application "(A)" containing five independent 
claims and 100 dependent claims, the non-small entity applicant pays excessive claim fees of 
$4420 [$420 (two extra independent claims x $210) plus $4000 (80 extra dependent claims x 
$50)]. If the examiner requires restriction and the applicant files a divisional application "(B)" 
for two independent claims and 40 dependent claims, the excess claim fees for such divisional 
application (B) would total $1000 (20 extra dependent claims x $50). After restriction, the 
applicant will have paid a total of $5420 in excess claim fees. 

However, after restriction, application (A) now contains three independent and 60 dependent; 
and application (B) now contains two independent and 40 dependent claims. If applications (A) 
and (B) were originally filed as two applications with this claim configuration, the total excess 
claim fees for such applications would be $3000: (A) 40 x $50 = $2000; and (B) 20 x $50 = 

$1000. Therefore, because of the restriction, the applicant paid $2420 more in excess claim fees 
than without the restriction requirement. This is a significant amount and the Office should 
implement a policy whereby an applicant is able to obtain a credit or a refund of the excess claim 
fees already paid in the applications. 

c. Constructive Election 

When claims are presented following an earlier restriction requirement, an examiner may 
find that the new claims are directed to an invention other than the one elected. This practice is 
generally described in MPEP $5 819 and 821.03 and 37 CFR 8 1.145. It is our experience, 
however, that examiners will hold as a matter of course that such newly presented claims are 
directed to an invention other than the one elected. It is our experience that examiners will 
constructively elect claims even if the originally elected claims are canceled and new claims 
added, no matter how similar the claim sets may be. The examiner will refuse to examine the 
new claims under the rubric of restriction practice. We have encountered examiners that simply 
allege the new independent claim is directed to a different invention or directed to a non-elected 
invention and they fail to provide any evidence to support their assertions. We encourage the 
Office to instruct examiners to comply with 37 CFR $ 1.145-to demonstrate that the new 
claims are directed to "an invelition distinct from and independent of the invention previously 
claimed." 

VIII. Other Suggestions for Improvement 

.a. Eliminate Incentives to Restrict 

We believe various incentives exist for the Office to .restrict claims, including increased 
revenue from divisional application filing fees. However, one of the largest incentives may come 
from the examiner "Count System." 

L 
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i. Revise the "Count System" With Respect to Divisional Applications 

An examiner facing an application containing a large number of claims has a strong incentive 
to force the restriction of claims. With relatively few applicants traversing restriction 
requirements, an examiner can easily create a potential multiple "count" family. The examiner's 
work would be reduced over the entire family since each application has the same specification 
and would likely involve the same prior art search and issues. Receiving those examination 
"countsyy depends, of course, on the applicant actually filing divisional applications on the non- 
elected claims. Thus, for essentially little additional work, an examiner can turn a "two count" 
application into a potential four, six or more count "family." If the applicant does not file a 
divisional application on the non-elected claims, the examiner still can receive the same count 
number for examining the reduced claim set (i.e., the elected claims). Thus, the restriction gives 
the examiner an easy vehicle to receive the same award for less work. 

To reduce.the incentive to restrict an application, we suggest the Office consider revising the 
count system regarding the examination of divisional applications. For example, a count system 
that factored in the size of the application and the number of claims examined would likely 
reduce the number of restriction requirements. 

b. 	 Allow an Applicant to Optionally Select a Number of (e.g., five) 
"Inventions" in a Single Application for an Additional Pee 

In a manner similar to how the Office handles nucleotide sequences under MPEP $ 804.03, 
restriction practice could be improved by allowing an applicant to optionally select up to a 
certain number (e.g., five) of restricted inventions for examination in a single application. The 
applicant could pay a nominal examination fee for each group selected. 

c. 	 Provide a Mechanism for Expedited Administrative Review of Traversed 
Restriction Requirements 

Currently, an applicant that is unhappy with a final restriction requirement may petition the 
Technology Center Director (37 CFR $ 1.144; MPEP $ 1002.02(~)(2))..This is a costly and time 
consuming process for any applicant. We recommend the Office provide the applicant with 'a 
more time-sensitive and cost-effective administrative review procedure. For example, by filing a 
simple request, the applicant could have the record reviewed by the Supervisory Patent 
Examiner. If the applicant is still unhappy with the .administrative review, the applicant then can 
petition the Director. 
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Consideration of the above comments is respectfully requested. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vice President, Biotech Prosecution 
Reg. No. 32,655 

Date: August 13,2010 

Intellectual Ventures, LLC 

3150 139th Ave SE 

Building 4 

Bellevue, WA 98005 
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APPENDIX I 


Comm~ssionerfor Patents 
Un~tedStatesPatent and Trademark Office 

P 0 BOX 145Q 
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 

YNlW w t o  p v  

Date: January 21,2010 

To: 
Patent Esamhling Corps 

From: Kobcrt W. Balu 
Acting Associate Cornmissioner 
for Psltent Examiliation Policy 

Subjcct: Changes to Restriction Form Paragraphs 

'The purpose of this memorilndum is to clarify Ofiicc policy with rcspect to communicating eicction of' 
spccies requirements to applicants and with respcct Lo establishing burden in the contcxt ol'a restriction 
requirement. The guidance and form paragraphs set forth herein supersede the April 25. 2007 
nien~orandumregarding changes to restriction forni paragraphs, form paragraphs 8.01, 8.02, u i d  8.21 
currently in the Officc Action Correspondence Subsystenl (OACS), and form paragraphs 8.01,8.02. 
8.21.01-8.21.03, and 8.22 currently i n  MPEP Chapter 800 ( 8 I h  Ed., rev. 7. July 2008). 

Form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 concerning election of species have caused confusjon for somc patent 
examiners and applicants with regard to ( I )  whether the applicant must always elect a single species. 
(2) why the species lkom which applicant is required to elect are independent or distinct, and (3) why , 

there would be a burden on tlie examiner ifan election of species were not required. 

First, if is nevcr appropriate to rcquirc an election between spccies (or inventions) that are not patcntably 
distinct. In setting rorth the species from which an applicant is required to elect, tlic cxaminer should 
group together species thal are not paten%tbly distinct from each other. Form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 
have been revised by adding references to "grouping(s) of patentably indistinct species" so as to permit 
cxatliiners to requirc clcction of cithcr a single species or a single grouping of patcntably indistinct 
species. As explained in thc examiner notes, where the eleelion requirenlent idcndfies a groupi'ng 01' 
patentably indistinct species, applicant should not be requircd to elect, a specific spccies within that 
grouping. 

Sccond, rorln paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set forth in tlie April 25, 2007 nictno and in OACS specilj. that 
tlie species arc independent or distinct "becausc claims to the different specics recite the mutually 
cxclusivc characteristics of such species." I-lowever, this excmplary language is inadequate in certain 
cases, and it ]nay be necessary to sct forth additional details and/or different reasons to support [he 
requirement for election. ?lierefore. form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 have been revised to permit the 
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APPENDIX I, continued 

examiner to set Ibrth an cxplanation as to why the spccics or grouping(s) of species are independent or 
distinct. 

Third. with regard to the burden requirement, form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set forth in the April 25,  
2007 memo and in OACS presulnc thcre is a burden to search and/or examine patentably distinct species 
"due to their nlutually exclusive characteristics," and assert that at least onc of several possible reasons 
apply. Similarly, fonn paragraph 8.21, which concludes all restriction requirements other ~hon dlose 
setting forth only an election orspecics, cxplains that thcre would be a serious search andlor examination 
burdcn if restriction were not required because one or more of reasons listed thereit1 apply. None of tllcsc 
form paragraphs currently provide for the examiner to identify the spccilic reason(s) why therc would be a 
scarch andfor examination burden if restriction were not rcquircd in the application undcr examination. 

As noted in MPEP $(i803 and 808.02, if tlie examination and search of all the claims in an application 
can be madc without serious burden, rest~iction shoufd not be required, even though they arc drawn to 
independent or distinct inventions, including spccics. To help ensure that all restriction require~uents, 
incli~ding election of species requirenients, set forth tlic requisite burden, and to give the applicant notice 
ofwhy therc is a burden, form paragraphs 8.01, 8.02, and 8.21 have been revised to provide for tlie 
examiner to specify ai least one applictlble reason. I'ossible applicable reasons are listed in the cxamincr 
notes to the for111 paragraphs. and are consistcnt ~vi th MPEP 808.02. 

Note that fonn paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set Torth in MPEP Chapter 800 do not includc an cxplana~ion 
regarding bulqden, however the restriction requirement is to be concluded with one of fonn paragraphs 
8.21.01-8.21.03 as set forth in that chapter. Revised form parz~graphs 8.01 and 8.02 as set forth below 
include the burden explanation; ~urthcr~norc, paragraph 8.21 consolidates mid replaccs form revised for~n  
paragraphs 8.31.01-8.21.03 and 8.22 as set forth inMPEP Chapter 800. 

The fullu~~:ing$)i'~~~ us czcstoni forin ptnngruphs until the release y/'l/zc nexlpnrugrcphs will be ci~rc~iluhle 
CIAC:'S up~fufe. 

lievised form paragraphs 8.01,8.02 a ~ ~ d8.21 

71 8.01Kequrring un Elecfion of Species; Species (:Euirn(sl Present 
T~ISdpplicdtion contnlns clioms dlrrctcd to rhz following patcntr~bl? tlislillct species [ I  I. 'me species arc independent or clis~nict bcc'lusc 


12). In udd~t~on.
thcsc speclcs are nor obvious vurlanrs oreach olller based on thc Lurlcnt ~ c c o ~ d  
Applicant is required undcr 35 U.3.C 121 to elect a s~ngle disclosed spcclcs. specrec, lac or d single grouptng o f  pzitltentably ~~ldtst~t lct  

prosecution oil the merits to \vh~cli tlie cla~ms shall be rcsir~ctcd if no generic clr~im IS fin:~lly hold to be allquable. Currentlj. 131 gcncrlc. 
'Slicrc is e sea~cli andio~ examlnatlun burden Sor the pntenldhl> d~stnlct spccies as set f ~ n h  nhovc hccausc ar lcdsr the Sollowing rcdsonls) 

apply 
131 

Applicant is advised tLat the reply to this reqrrircaent to be con~plete inclucle (i)an electinn o f  t~ specics or s grouping of 


p;lteoiably irrdistinrt species to be rxumined wen though tlic wqu~remcnt may be I~averscd (37 CI:l< 1 1-13) anti (ii) idenliliciltion of  the 

clnin~s cr~cornp~~ssing incli~dtngdn} nJtlcd ,ZII 
l l ~ eelected species or grouping o f  patcninbly iridi\tinct ~[~er ies.  clnnns subscqucntl! 

algurnent that a claim I,,~llonable or llldt all c l a~~ns  unlcss accompanied b? an elect~on 
ale: gcnerlc is considered nonrespo~~s~\c 

l'l~e elcctro~~ ir,lvclsc !nus1 hc ~riadc w ~ t h  trdverse. If the rtpl! ma) bc m,lde with or \\~i~hout i'o pruservc H righi to pct1111)n. thc ~ l c ~ t i o l l  

docs not tlist~nctly and spec~licdlly pwnl oul supposcd clrors in tlic election of  species require1nct~1. tlis clect~on >linII bc trcntod ,I> $11, elccrlon 

\ ~ t t l ~oo t  In ordcr tu hc ctrns~dered time11 to tlmcl\ lr:1w1se tlrc 
tImelsc. 'Irave~yill I ~ U S [  be prctcnced at the lllnc ol'clection I ~ i i ~ l u r c  
rcqu~rcmcntwill resi~lt 111 the losv ot rlglit to petition ulider 37 CFI< 1.114. 11'clalrr1sIIIC uddrii aRer t l ~ c  clcct~on. applicilnt lrlubl ~ t l t l ~ c d t ~  
nhrch ol'thcsc c1;iirn.s ;Ire ~c,~J:ihlc on tllc CICOICII c11'~tcnti1bly speciesspccics or ~ r u i ~ p i n g  il idistin~t 


Should appl~cant traverse on tlio ground thul the rpeclcs. 01 groupings ol'p;ttcntably lndisllnct spocics from \\'h~cli clectlon 13 ~cquircd.illt! 

not p,ltcntably d14nct. appl~cnnt slicruld aubrnlt cv~dr.nce or ~dentffy such ewdenct now of rccord showing t l icn~ to bc ohv~nus vallalirs or 
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clcarly admit on tlre record tllat this is the case. In either instance. i l t l i c  examiner finds one ol'tlie species unpate~itable over tlir prior tiyt. the 
evidence or ad~nission !nay be used in a re,jcclion under 3.5 U.S.C. 103(a) ol'thc otller species. 

Upon the allo\vance ora  generic claim, applicant will be cntitlcd to consideralion o f  chinis to additional species which depend irotn or 
otherwise require ;ill tlic limilations o f  an allowable generic claim as provided hy 37 CI'11 1.141. 

Exarn i~ terNote: 
1. 	 111 hrackct I,idzntiiy thc spccics nnd:or t11i c l~c t ion  is to bc ~nade. 'l'lie ipccics ~vooping(s) oCpatcntably indistinct species from ~ ' I i i ~ l i  
niay be identilied us the spccics of  l ig l~les 1.2. rind 3. I'or cs~unplc or the spccies ol'esamples I,11, and 111, rcspectivcly. Wlicrc [he i.lsctictn 
requirrtiient identities a grouping 01' pateraably i~idistilict spccies. applicanl should not be rcqt~iretl to elcct a specific spccics within that 
grot~ping. 
2. In  hracket 2 insert the reason(s) cvhy the species rrr grouping(s) oE spccics are independbit or distinct. Src b1I'F.P g 800.04(h). 1 
X06.04(1) und 9 806.04(h). of sucltFor cs;tmple. insert --the claims to Ihe diFTere~it spccies rccitc, thc niutually csclusivc chnri~c~rristics 
species--. :md provide a description df the mutually exclusive characteristics of  each specics or grouping o f  species. 
3.  	 111 bracket 3 insert the al~proprhle generic claim information. 
1. 	In bracket 4 i11scrt the applicable reason(s) why 1hel.e is a scar$h.:~nd/or cxamiaatic~n burden: 

-the species or groupings o f  patentably itidistinct specits llavc acql~ired ;I sel)untc status in tlie art in \,icw ol' tlieir riilYtrenl 
classitic:~t,io~i 

--llie spccies or groupings of patcntahly i~~d is i i~ ic t  spccics have ncquirtd o scperalc stalus in tltc'ort due to tlicir rcco~nizcd divcrgcnl 
subject matter 

--tile species or grc~upings orpatentably indisti~ict species rcilu'ire n cliffcrcnt .lield ol'scurch (e.g.. scarchingdiffcrc~it clasnrs /subclosscs 
or clcctlonic rcsoorces, or cmployilig d i j l ' i r t~ )~  starch nmleg i~s  or search qi~eries). 
5 ,  This fornl par:tgraph does nccd to be rollowed by form paragrwpli 8.21. 

7 8.02 Raqzriring (zii Eleciion of Species; No Species Claiin Present 
Claim(s) II] ldatc gcncric to the follo\vtng disclosed patcntably distinct species: 121.The species arc indcpendel~t or distinct because 13) 

I n  addit~on. thcse species me liot obv~o i~s  ~nrianls o f  each otlicr bsbecl on the curretit rccord. 

,Applrcanl IS rcquired under 35 U.S C. 17-1 to elcct u single ~~~SCIDFCCI
specics, or a single grouping o f  patei~tably indisti~ict spee~cs. Tor 

ptosctutlon on the merits to \vhtch tlie clatnis shall bc restrictetl if i io gc~ieric cla~ni is finall: held to be allowable. 
I'herc i\,iscdrch andior cxnrnioriliori b i ~~dc t l  for the putn~tably d~s l~nctspccies its set lbnh above bccausc sl least llic follo&itig rcason(s) 

upply. 
1.11 
Applic:rnt is atlvised thxt 1116 rcply to this requirement to be completr msst include (ifa11 election of11 species or a grouping of 

patentably indistinct species to be exarnic~ed cvcn thot l~h the lcqilrrc~ncnt I@J he truvc~seil (57CFK 1.1-13) anti (ii) identifiestion ofthe, 
claims encompassing the elected specio or groilpilig of pntentabiy irtdisti~ict specio ~ncluding an) cl;utns ~ttb\equt~ttly ntldctl 1\11 
nrpumcni t k ~ t  a cl,tlm is :illo\\;tble o~ th i~ l  co~~s~dercd b:all cla~ms are gcnerlc IS nuntesponsivc onlcbs ctcu~mpar~ied a11 clcct~on, 

'Wc elecl~o~r trarersc. 1'0prc>elvc 11 nphc to pctlllon. thc clect~un most br' niadc n l th  tra\s~<c Ifrho rcpi) may hc m.ida w ~ t h  or \ v ~ ~ I i o i ~ t  
~ locrtrot d1>11na1> ' i p~c i l i ~~ t l l y  the eleclru~~ e~ id  poitit out si~ppowd errors In tlic slert~on O C S ~ C C ~ C Srci]u~~emcnt. sh.tll be tlestcd ab iln clectco~t 
n~thout tra+c.r\c 11.lvc1s.11 nittst be l>rc~etttctl ut the timc ol clcct~an tn order lo be cons~dcrcd uniely. Fatlure to timel! irinersc dl< 
requircnienl ~IIIIz e ~ ~ l t  clecl~on. ;ipl~l~c;ult tn 11ic lo.\& 01'rrght l o  pclitron under 37 CI R 1 144 If clrll~rn ale nddcd after ~ h c  mubt llldlcdte 

\r~htcll of these clatnis stc rcaddblc on the clcctcd spec~cs or g~oupinp o f  patcnl;~hl> in~l~st~l tct  
spccics 

Sl~ouldapplicant liauersc on lhc ground that h c  ipccles. or groupings ol patcnfiibl! S~CCICS fro111 \vhtch clcct~on 15~eclu~~sll.~~ id i s t~~ t c t  <!rc 
not pntent'~blq dlst~nct. uppii~ant sliot~ld subm~t evldence or i i tet i t i l~ such c\4dcrrce now o f  record showing IIICII, to bt: obvious vanant.. 1>l' 
clearly admit on the reco:d that t h ~ s  instnnce. i r l l ie csumincr finds otlc oTthz spccccs unp,itcnlable is \lie case In e~t l ie~  ova the pnor art. [he 
cc~dcncco~ adrnlssion may be rtscd In a rejectio~i tinder 35 ti S.C 103(n) o f  the other spccles 

Upor1 the 'illo\ri~ncc of  e generic clitinl. appl~ca~il ill he entitled to cons~deratlon of claims to sddltion:tl species \\htch drpcnd ii01n or 
other\krse reqttlre .illthe Iiniltations vTnn 'dlo\vriblc generic claim as provided by 37 CFl l  I l e i  1. 

Exanriiter Note: 
1. I'll~s forln paragraph sliould bc ilscd I'or the eleclion ofspccics ~cquircmcnt descr~belt in MPLf' $ 803.02 (Makush group) ant1 klIJEP 9 
XOX.Ol(a) where oolily gc~lcric cli~ims are prescotcd. 
2. 	 In bn~ckct 1, inscn the iltiitn nurnberfs). 
3. I n  hrackcl2, clcorly idcntil'y l l ic spccics and!or grouping(s) oS palcntiibly i~idistinclspccics (rorn which an election is to bc.n~adc, The 
s~ccics m;~y lie iclcntilicd ns the spccies ol'ligures 1, 2. and 3, ktr esuntple, or [lie species ofcs:~~nplcs I.II. arid 111: respecti\,cly. Where ~ l l c  
elsctior~ rcquir,emcnt idct~tilies a groupitig or l~etcntilbly intlistinct spccics, applic~lni shouId.aot bc required to plvcl :I specific spccics \vii l~in 
that grouping. 
I In bracket 3 inscr; the rcdsgci(s) why the sprcies or groupings o f  species us disclosed ore indcpcndcnt or distinct. Scr: MI'EI' 8 
Y06.0?(h), $ 806.04(1) :ihd $ 806.04(11). [:or cxamplc. insert --as e,~clr~sivedisclosed the dil'Sercnl spccies'bave ~~iutu:tl ly cltsractcrisiics.lor 
cacl~ idzr~rilicd species--. and provitlc a dcscripticin ol.thc mutually esclusi\'c cliaractcristics ofcocl~ spccies or grouping o f  species. 
5.  	 In  brackci 4 insrrt the applicable rcason(s) why thcre is a seiu.cli and!or examination burdcn: 
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APPENDIX I, continued 

--flrc specics or groupings of purcntdbly irtd~strnct species h:lve acquircd a scparatc adtos in the al'I in vlc\i. of dieir d~lSercnl 
clt~ssilicnlion 

--the spccirs or groupings of palentably indisrinct species l l a ~ e  acquired :I sepnralc status in the an due to thcir recognized dlrclgcnt 
suhjccl rnatlcr 

--the species or grouprrlgs ofpitlmtably irldistinct spccics rcquirc a diTTcrenl field of search (e.g., scnrclting difft~eni clnsscs Isubclnssef. 
or clcclronic rcsollrccs. or employing diifcrcnt scarcll slnlcgics or search qucrics). 
6 l'ltis I'or~n paragraph docs by form paragraph 8 31.nccd to hc T ~ l l o ~ ~ ~ c d  

:i 8.21 To Esiablish Bzirden AAril Requirement for Elecfion nnd rkleons for Tra~ersa l~ f i~rall Iier/rioiot7.~, 
oil~erthnn on Eleclion of Species 

IZcst1ic1ion Tor examrnation purposca as indicated IS ploper becaltsc all these ~nvonttons listed rn th~a action ale iriclepende.nt or tl~\!,nct lor 
the re;oons glvcn ;tbove &n&i there \vould bc a serrous seatch andiot e\anr!nauon burden if restriction \\,ere not reqt~trctl bccnusc at 1~151 llte 
I'allo\+i~~$rea.on(s) appl? 


l l  I. 


Applicant isatlviscd that the regly to tliib requirement to be coml~lcte include (i) an election of s invention to be e\aioinrtl 
even tltough tlrc lctlutrelncnt ma) be u~vcrsctl (37 CFK 1.143) and (ii) idc~iiilicstioci of tlie clitims encornpnssi~tg tlle eleetetl invcrrt~on 

The claction of an invention may bc made w~lh or ~rithout Ira\ersc 'To rcacr\ e d right to pctrrlon. t l~e  clection must ba made \\it11 i~nvcrac 
lrthe reply docs not distinctly an11 spcc~tiolrlly point ool supposcd orrors in the resuictio~t rcquirenicrit, lhc elccrton shall be venlcd its .In 
clcctiotr vithuul tr;i\,crse. '~rivcrsal must be prcscnted at tltc time of elccliatr tn order to be considered timely I~ai iu~cto tt~ncl) trs\.cnc lhc 
rcquirc~ncnr ail1 rcsult 111 ~hr: lush of rig111 to pctil~o~i under 37 CI'll 1.1.14. If rlu~rns arc atltlcd aner the rlcction. sppl~c.int 111us1 tri~l~cutc 
\rh~ch orthcsc cld~ms nre readitl~le upon the clcclcd invention 

Should .~pplrcdnl travenc on the ground 1h;tL thc inbtnuons arc not pacentably distinct, llpplicanl should submit evidencr. (11 ~clvnlify bucll 
c~~iclctrccno\\. of'rtco~cl slto\\,ing thc invcnlrons to be oh\,ious \,arianls or clci~rly adni~t on !he record Lhat this is llrc cac. In sithc~ inslaace IS 
~ h cexaminer linds onc of'tllc ~nventions urrpitten~~tblc a relectloa ~ ~ n d c r  over the prlol n t i  tllc ~vidcllce or adlniss~on miy bc uscd in  35 
Lr S.C. 103(a) of the othcr ~nvcntion 

Esamilier Note: 
I .  TlllS FOIUvl PARAQRAI'I.1 MUST l.31: AUIIEI) 'SO A1,L KESTRI(:TION REQUIREMI3Vl'S o t l~er  than lltose cotlraining only 
election of spccies, with or willlout an action on the mcrits. Tl~is Ibrm parngrnpll only nreds lo be used oncc, aftci all rcstr ~ctio~r ~equ~remcnls 
arc set out. 
2. I11 b~ ackci 1 insert the i~ppiicable reason(s) \shy thcrc is u search ondio~ examination bnrdca: 

-the invenlions hove itcquired a scl~arnleslarus 1st thc srr in ~ i c w  oftheir differcnr classification 
--the in~cntions li;tvc acquired ;I separate slitus in the arf due lo tbcir rccognizrd divcrgcnr subject nrsltrr 
--rhc ~nvcntions rcquuc a difl'erent field of search (eg.. searchrng diflcrcnt clnsss5 /subclasses or clcclronic resources. or enrplqyinp 

dill'ercnl scarch stri~regies 01seal cl1 quct ies) 
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LIFE SC,IE 
LAW&INDUSTRY 
VPL t NO. B 	 REPORT MUS, 

Vdaen asked by BNA to discuss major ksues in fife sccinces pultent prosecutions, attor- 
t l o y s  responded emphatically, "~sltrict ions.  "Pirrticcular attention as paid ta  tile PTOls in-
terpr~totion of the phrase "independent and distinct'" in the section of the patont lcnv otl 
divBZoszall apptications. Irmarneys DoEd BNk, tl~ut!as a rlpsutt ofthe intecpretatkm many life 
scienccs patent apppE~catSms tnay be rrnnecwsarily restricted. Tnvatigation by BNA and 
conzrnents by life scienms attonieys show that the kbtory ofconfistotz mler the fnterpmtn-
tdon runs deep And a sot~tiorl may be oompltcated. 

.S, Patent L m  m divisional appliuations, 35 be inaesdngly more mstriction sequiremenu m o n g  
U.S.C. 5 121,reads, '?€two or mare fndependent claims in the We sciences technologies than in ather 
and Minot im-entbns are clciuned in one applica- technnlagies. This causes incmased cost fm applicants

tion, the D i - t o r  may require the applicatbn to be re- h,prosecute claims in cepatate applhtians that could 
stricted to mne of thr binventhnsns."' hm-e been mtaind in m e  applicstion had therebeen a 

The PTO has long held thst "'indqmndent and djr- Mem-it interpmtstion ut; the Iaqmge. It also causa 
zjnct'"means "indepdant or diitinat." Aslide h m t h e  great d e w  inprosecutinn &the restricted subject mat- 
S q t .  13.2006. meeting oti the P M %  Eatechnr~logyf twsince a new dirjsianal application would need to be 
.ChenucaUPharrnaceuticalCustomer Partnemhip @CFj filed prim to t?xambation afthe restricted claim,"' 
mesting on xstri&ion petitionr d e r e n c a  35 U,SE. Low continued, "In same w m ,  the n u m k  af re-
% 121~ta'ms,'~%ric* the phrase Ltwo ormom inde- t r i c t h  groups set out by the mY9 in m e  spplimtbnis 
pendent and W n c t  inmmtiom' has been in t e rned  to h@-it canbe wer 20 groups. The PTO oftenincludes 
nmmtwo or mare independent ur distinct h~qnt iuns:~  in.their rwsoniug underlying the restriction require 

k n Canssn,a partner in the intdectual propcty meat that i t  would k m 'undue burden' on the exam- 
practice group at Sh~ppsrdMullin Mchtw & Hampton iner to m h ,  Howwer,, mer the past five or so years. 
LLP. LIenlo Pak,Califaliftald ERA "Irisqy We scienm the saacch engines available to the public have im-
patent aappliations, whkh @pica& include composi- p.mved tremendously, and nucleic arid segumce data- 
tha,method, may,and devke claima, at.e probably& baes  and pptide sequence dstsbasss have also im-
ing restricted unnecessar&v as a rssult afthe PTo's use proved dramsfid&." 
of the 'independent or djsthct' standsrd.' '" mo%D & 1 6 h .  The P M  justifies its interpretation

Jsne M.Love, partner end ca-vice chair uf the intel- oP 'kindependent and distinct"' in wmments on restritrjc- 
lectual property deprtment ~f'Cr,~iImsr thus and double patenting in Chapter 800 d theHde, New York, 
told DNA. "The P M  interpretation, which i s  broader Ixlanu~I of Patenting Examining Procedures: 
than the plain language, is a problem far spplicants 
with claims in the area uf l i e  sciences, There m m  to 	 rr *dlstlncP mans the suue rhlag [asIndependent], the0 

lisuse lo tne srature and In tbeNIe Is redundant.. ..I1 sec-
don 121of rhe ID52 AL'~were Intended to djrect me Direc-
tor never to approve dMslan beween dependenr Inven- 
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tions, the word "independent" would clearly have been 
used Pone. If the Director has aulhority or discrctionto re- 
strict independent inventions only, then resniction would 
be inlproper as between dependent uwentions, e.g., tlle ex- 
amples used for purpose of illustration above. Such was 
deal-ly not the intent of Congress. Nothing in the language 
of the statute and nothing in the hearings of the colnmittees 
indicatc any intent to changc tlw substantive law on this 
subject. 011the contray, joinder of the tam "distinct" with 
the telln "independent" indicates lack of such intent. The 
law has long been established that dependent inventions 
(frequently termed related inventions) [may] be properly 
divided if they are, in fact, "distinct" invenriolls, even 
though dependent.z 
The MPEP goes on to characterize inventions as "dis- 

tinct if the inventions as claimed are not connected in at 
least one of design, opcration, or effect (e.g., can be 
made by, or used in, a materially different process) and 
wherein at least one invention is patentable (novel and 
nonobvious) over the other (though they may each be 
unpatentable over the prior art)." 

In an April 25, 2007, inte~mal PTO memo from the 
deputy commissioner for patent examination policy on 
communicating election of species requirements and 
establishing examination burden to applicants, a copy 
of which was obtained by BNA, the PTO appeared to be 
further standardizing restriction requirements regard- 
ing "independent and di~tinct."~ 

The memo states that, while the then-currenl form re- 
quired an  examiner to provide an explanation as to why 
the species are "independent or distinct," the new form 
already provides the three most common reasons, re- 
quiring the examiner only to identify the species and 
the generic claims. 

Patent Act's Legislative History. However, an examina- 
tion of the Legislative history of the Patent Act of 1952, 
which was the first revision of U.S. patent law since 
1836 and was codified as Title 35 of the U.S. Code, sug- 
gests a different conclusion as to the meaning of "inde- 
pendent and distinct" than the one arrived at by the 
PTO. 


The "Proposed Revision and Amendment of the 
Patent Laws" by the House Judiciary Committee, which 
was printed by the Government Printing Office in 1950 
during the Slst Congress, shows that the wording of 
Section 121 on divisional applications was, "lf two or 
more independent or distinct inventions are claimed in 
one application, the Director may require the applica- 
tion to be restricted to one of the inventions; and the 
other invention or inventions may only be made the 
subject of divisional applications." The phrase used is 
"independent or djstincl." The same phrase appears in 
H.R. 9133", introduced on July 17, 1950. The bill was 
not acted on in the Slst Congress. 

H.R. 37605 was introduced in the Houqe on April 18, 
1951, in the 82nd Congress by Rep. Joseph R. Btyson 
(D-NC), chairman of a subcommittee of the House Judi- 

MPEP. "Chapter 800 Restriclion iu Applications Filed Under 
35 U.S C. 111; Double Paleuling." See http:lhnvw.uspto.gov/web/ 
olfices/pac/tnpep/oldlE8R380O.pdf.'Memorandum Irom $TODenutv Conunissioner lor Patent 
Examhation Policy John Love t o ; r e h ~ o i o ~ ~  Center Dh-ecrors, 
Re: Changes to Restriction Folin Para@-aphs, ApA 25, 2007. 

ciary Committee that was in charge of the patent law re- 
visions. In this bill, the section reads, "If two or more 
independent and distinct inventions are claimed in one 
application, the Director may require the application to 
be restricted to one of the inventions; and Lhe other in- 
vention or inventions may only be made the subject of 
divisional applications."The 
in the revised bill H.R. 7794 2, hrase used in this bill and 

which was passed by the 
I-Iouse and Senate is "independent and di~tinct ."~ 

In other words, "or" was changed lo "and." 
In an address on the Patent Act of 1952, delivered at 

the Nov. 6, 1952, meeting oI the New York Patent Law 
Association prior to the new law's taking effect, one of 
the two people on the law's drafting committee dis- 
cussed "independent and distinct."' 

Giles S. Rich; indicates in the speech that the change 
Irom "or" to "and" was deliberate and that without a 
doubt "and" means "and." 

Rich said, "Section 121 is a tighlening up of the law 
on division in favor of the patentees. The present stat- 
utes [i.e., before the 1952 amendments] do not refer to 
the subject. Note the conjunctive expression 'indepen- 
dent and distinct inventions.' Requiring the inventions 
be both independent and distinct makes it easier to 
keep two of them in one case." 

Rich went on to specifically discuss the applicaVility 
of the section to the double patenting issue. 

I believe that one patent or application may still be cited 
against the other for this purpose. You should not have two 
patents on one invention, but you should not be required to 
show "invention" UIone over what is disclosed in the other 
where they are copendlng and where you have been forced 
to fie a plurality of applications on the theory that a plural- 
ity of inventions are being clauned 
Rich acknowledged that there should not be two pat- 

ents on one invention and his comments on forcing the 
filing of "a plurality of applications on the theory that a 
plurality of inventions are being claimed" anticipate the 
complaints about currenl PTO practices by life sciences 
patent attorneys. 

Finally, while some have suggested that the switch 
from "and" to "or" was a typographical error, Rich's 
highlighling of the phrase indicates that it was not.1° 

'See h~p:liwuw.ipmmallinfokosted~resources~lipa~atentsl
pat~ntactlfdel2.pdl. 

'The Senate report onrhe bill,whid~can be found at 11t'p:Il 
www. ipmal I . in fokos ted- resourc .esb ipa ipa1
senate_report-l979.htm, states the follou- about Sectioix 
120 and 121: "Sections 120 and 121 express UI the statute cer- 
tilinmatters whichexist in the law today but which had not be- 
fore been written into the statute, and in so doing make some 
mulor changes in the concepts involved." 

8The speech was reprinted in 1993 in a speaal issue of rhe 
JoumoI of the Pate~d and lhdemark Office Society, Vol. 75, pp. 
1-74 

'Although Bryson died in 1953, Rich lmed another 46 
years, selvulg on the U.S.Court of Appeals for the Federal Cu-- 
cuit where he sometimes commenteil in opinions on the his-
tory of the dralti~lg the 1952 Palenl Act. He also aull~ored the 
oplnion in State Street & 'fiust Co. v. Signature Financial 
Group Inc., 149 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 1998), which allowed the 
patentability of business methods. He died the following year 
at the age of 95. In Mwch 2009, the Federal Circuit ill111 re 811-
ski snuck down the underpinnings of State Street, which at tor-

resourcesAi~a~~aten~sl 
industry (2 LSLK 947, 11/7/08). 

"Note also should be made of Rich's use of the phrase 

"See h~tp:llwww.i~~n~all.info/hos~ed neys indicated could have a negative effect on the life sciences 

"conjunctive expression." A book cumently available to read 
-
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Calls to Reinterpret 'And.' The variance of the PTO's 
current practice with the evident intent of those who 
drafted the legislation has been noted before. In an Oct. 
15, 2007, letter lo the PTO offering comments on pro- 
posed rules related to the examination of patent appli- 
cations that include claims containing alternative lan- 
guage, Intellectual Propeity Owners Association Presi- 
dent Marc S. Adler wrote, 

We note that in many uses the Ollice continues to resllicl 
applications where the ulventions are independent or dis- 
tinct from one another, which is contrary to the statements 
made in the Proposed Rules and in the plain lanpage of 35 
U.S.C. 121. We encouraged the Office to follow the lan- 
guage of 38 U.S.C. 121 and only restrict claims which are 
directed to inventions that are both independent and dis- 
tinct. 
1n an April 9, 2008, letter commenting on the same 

proposed rules, David E Boundy of Cantor Fikgerald, 
New York, also noted that "as a practical matter, the ef- 
fect of Chapter 800 of the MPEP is to permit restriction 
if two inventions are independent or distinct. Chapter 
800 should be redrafted to conform PTO policy to stat- 
ute." 

Even the PTO has considered reinte~reting its defi- 
nition of "independent and distinct." In the 2005 
"Green Paper Concerning Restriction Practices,"" the 
PTO presented four options for the "independent and 
distinct" standard, the last of which was as follows: 

Underthis option, the 35 U.S.C. H 121 standard would bere- 
interpreted to require that inventions subject to restriction 
be both "u~dependcill and distinct" (rather than "indepen- 
dent or distinct" per cui-~xnt practice). 
Some life sciences attorneys complained that in ils 

description of the options the PTO modified the defini- 
tions of "independent" and of "distinct." But, regard- 
less, the PTO rejected option 4, citing comments from 
reviewers that the proposal for implementing such a 
standard was too difficult and unpredictable to be prac- 
tical.12 

In its response to the PTO's request for comments on 
the Green Paper, the government affairs committee of 
the National Association of Patent Practitioners wrote, 

In contrast to the clear intent of the law, the PTO has, on its 
own initiative, e~roneously inte~reted the law to apply a 
standard in the alternative, viz, "illdependent or distinct." 
The PTO has 110 authoriy to fail to adhere to that which 
Congress has enacted as law. Tl~et-efore, we urge the PTO 
to follow the law and apply the 'independent and distmct' 
standard for restriction, rather- than risk the possibility of 
facing challenges 'incourt 

on googie.com that was in the Ha~vardlibray when Rich was 
an unclei-graduate there, Reports of Cases in Eq~ilty, Argued 
and Determined in the Court of Appeals [of South Carolina],
Nov. 1854 to May 1855, Vol. 17, indicates that, while "and" was 
always considered "conjunclive," "or" was not. On 11. 3 16 in 
the case Heyward v. Heyward, there is the staiement, "The 
usual and natural expression ol the word 'or' is dlsjunctive." 
More recently, Vrae Crabbe in a book titled Legislative Draft-
iog, Cavendish Press, 1993, indicates that this classification 
still exisrs: "The use of the words 'and' and 'or' has given rise 
to many different problems The cliffercnce in meaning lies in 
this: 'or' is disjunctive and 'and' is conjunctive. 'And' connotes 
togetherness, 'or' tells you, take your pick @p. 34-5)." 

" U. S. Patent and Tndcmarlc OBce, "Notice of Availability of 
and Request for Comments on Green kper Conceruiug Restric- 
ti011 Pmc!ce," 70 Fed. Reg. 32761 (June 6, 2005) (request [or com-
ments). 
"See hllp:l/www.usplo.govhvebIpatenls/greenpa~r.p~, 

LIFE SCIENCES LAW & INDLISTRY REPORT ISSN 1935-72.57 

The NAPP derided the PTO's "summary dismissal" 
of option 4 in the Grcen Paper and urged the PTO lo re- 
consider it. 

In a Sept. 14,20115, letter responding lo the Green Pa-
per, Lila Feisee, director for intellectual proper-ty for the 
Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO), also com- 
plained about the dismissal of option 4. She wrote, 

BIO finds the PTO's proposal for implementing Uus option 
unnecessarily complicared. Standards for both indepen- 
dence ancl distinctness already exist ancl standards for dis- 
tinctness are already being applied by examiners. AU that is 
necessay is additionally to apply standards for indepen- 
dence and to ensure that both requirements are met before 
an application is restricted. 
Feisee concluded, "Thus, many BIO members see 

merit in this proposal simply because it would result in 
fewer restriction requirements and consequently would 
help minimize the costs associated with fragmentary 
patent protection." 

Effect on Life Sciences Sheppard Mullin's Canaan 
told BNA that the PTO presumes thc tcrms "indepen- 
dent" and "distinct" mean thc same thing and therefore 
are redundant. "We disagree because you can have in- 
dependent and non-distinct and independent and dis- 
tinct inventions. For example, if you have two separate 
independent claims that have the same limitations, such 
as a diagnostic assay and a medical device that recile 
the same st~uctural limitations, then the inventions will 
be independent but not distinct. By contrast, if you have 
a diagnostic assay with structural recitations and a di-
agnostic method directed to the use of the assay, then 
the inventions will be independent and distinct." 

Qnaan continued, "Under its current system, the 
PTO will classify the assay and medical device claims in 
two different search classifications and assert that the 
searches impose a serious burden on the examiner. In 
response, practitioners may argue that the limitations 
are the same and therefore there is no serious burden, 
but under current PTO practice, the fact that the two 
claims fall under different classifications is sufficient to 
warrant the serious burden." 

Canaan added that, under the current system, if the 
medical device theoretically can he used for screening 
as well as diagnnstic purposes and the assay can be 
used only for diagnostic purposes, then the PTO can 
take the position that the medical device can be used in 
a materially different process, which further supports 
the restriction of the claims." 

Canaan concluded, "Consequently, many l i e  sci- 
ences patent applications, which typically include com- 
posilion. method, assay, and device claims, are proh- 
ably being restricted unnecessarily as a result of the 
PTO's use of the 'independent or distinct' standard." 

Don Pelto, a parlner in the intellectual p~operty and 
litigation department of Sheppard Mullin Richter & 
Hampton LLP, Washington, added, "With respect to life 
sciences companies, the PTO's use of the term 'or' may 
result in restriction where restriction is not necessary or 
appropriate and indeed my position is that this is a real 
problem for life sciences companies-especially in the 
current economic environment where the U.S. govern- 
ment should be putting money into the pockets of life ( 

sciences companies to stimulate research and the 
economy, rather than raking it out." 

Ilans Sauer, BIO's associate general counsel for intel- 
lectual property, told BNA that it has been BIO's view 
that PTO restrictions actually generate more work for 
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the agcncy, "more and repetitive work, work that could 
be reduced if not eliminated if the claims were pro- 
cessed together." 

As for the motivation behind the PTO's definition of 
"independent and distinct" meaning "independent or 
distinct," Sauer said that "the motivation runs through 
the PTO's activity since 2006, including its promulga- 
tion of new rules that limit the number of claims and 
continuations [l LSLR 526, 9128/07 and 3 LSLR 268, 
3/27/09]. The motivation is trying to save work." 

Sauer concurred with Love's comment that the PTO's 
reasoning underlying the restriction requirement that it 
would be an 'undue burden' on the examiner to search 
should be mitigated by more efficient search engines. 
"Genomic inventions can now be searched extremely 
efficiently," Sauer said. 

Change Might Not Solve Problem. As to the effect on 
PTO workloads and on backlogs il "independent and 
distinct" was defined by the PTO as "independent and 
distinct," Sauer said that on the one hand, "since the 
PTO has indicated that the increase of filings last year 
was largely attributable to continuation applications 
and that divisionals have not been a big part of that, the 
impact of the change might not be enormous. 

"On the other hand," Sauer continued, "there may be 
some self-interest on the PTO's part in downplaying the 
impact on the backlog of di~isionals, so what the PTO 
has said here may be taken with a grain of salt." 

Janet McLeod, a parincr with Crowell & Moring LLP, 
New York, told BNA that under thc PTO's interpreta- 
tion of "indenendent and distinct." an "undocumented 
example of & alternative process for making or using 
the product is sufficient to show that the inventions are 
distinct. Thus. a requirement for restriction between 
claims directed to a product and process of using the 
product may be supported by a simple allegation that, 
for example, 'the product as claimed can be used in a 
materially different process such as a detection as-
say.' " 

But McLeod cautioned that a change in interpreting 
the phrase "independent and distinct" might not ben- 
efit applicants for life sciences-related patents because 
the reworked interpretation still would be contingent on 
the PTO's definition of "independent." 

As previously noted, in the 2005 Green Paper the 
PTO presented the possihility of diffeling definitions of 
"independent." McLeod noted, "The MPEP describes 
independent inventions as 'unconnected in design, op- 
eration, and effect.' However, the 2005 Green Paper 
states that an examiner could establish that inventions 
are independent by showing that the inventions do not 
share a common feature, or that there is a common fea- 
ture but it does not 'define over the prior a ~ t  and/or sat- 
isfy the enablement or written description require- 
ments.' If there is a common feature and the elected in- 
vention is found to be patentable, the examiner would 
then search a nonelected invention that requires the 
common feature, or the common feature itself. This 
proposed methodology for examination would signifi- 
cantly increase the time and cost of prosecution." 

McLeod concluded, "ln addition, an applicant could 
not be certain whether a requirement for restriction 
would be maintained or withdrawn until completion of 
prosecution of the initially elected invention. An appli- 
cant who is unwilling to risk loss of patent term on im-
portant embodiments of an invention would thus need 
to file divisional applications well before a determina- 
tion that the requirement would be maintained or with- 
drawn." 

However, Love concludes, the problem with restric- 
tions continues. "I've seen one patent application with 
46 divisionals! Reconsideration of PTO's patent restric- 
tion policies could be beneficial to life sciences, if it is 
done the right way."

In response to BNA's request for comments on the 
PTO's interpretation of "independent and distinct" and 
on the requests by patent and life sciences organiza- 
tions that the PTO reconsider its interpretation of the 
phrase, a PTO spokesperson May 4 e-mailed BNApor- 
tions of Chapter 800 of the MPEP. 

BYJ O I ~T.AQUINO 
The 2005FDA Green Paper on restrictions can be 
Nund at hlty:/lwww.uspto.gov/webipatents/ 
greenpaper.pdf. 
The NAPP and BIO coininents on the Green Paper can 
be found clt http~//www.usplo.gov/web/offices/pac/ 
dapp/opla/cornrnenk/reslriction/~~app.pd
and http:// 
w w w . u s p t o . g o v / w e b / o f f i c e s / D a c / d a p p / o p l ~  
restricho~tlb~o.pdf,respect~vely. 

Reproduced with permission from L~fe Sciences Law & Industry Report, 3 LSLl 491 (May 8, 2009) 
Copyright 2009 by The Bureauof Natlonal Affarrs, Inc. (800-372-1033) -=http://wwwbna.com> 
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U N ~ D  OFFICESTATESPATENTAND TRADEMARK 

Commissioner for Patents 
Unlted States Pafent and Trademark OAice 

P.0. BOX 1450 
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 

MEMORANDUM 
w.u~Plo.gov 

Date: April 25,2007 

To: Technology Center Directors 
Patent Examining Corps 

From: John Lovef/d- 
Deputy C mi ioner for Patent ExaminationPolicy 

Subject: Changes to Restriction form paragraphs 

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify Office policy with respect to communicating 
election of species requirements to applicants and with respect to establishing burden in the 
context of election of species requirements and restriction requirements. 

Current form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02 concerning election of species have caused confusion for 
some patent examiners and applicants. The current foim paragraphs require an examiner to 
provide an explanation as to why the species are independent or distinct; the revised form . 
paragraphs provide such explanation (i.e., "the mutually exclusive characteristics"). Using the 
revised form paragraphs, the examiner need only identify the species and identify the generic 
clairn(s) (if present). However, as the Examiner Notes state, it is useful to describe the mutually 
exclusive characteristics of each species, if these characteristics are not readily apparent by the 
designation of the species by the figures or examples in the specification. 

As noted in MPEP $3 803 and 808.02, if the examination and search of all the claims in an 
application can be made without serious burden, the examiner must examine them on the merits, 
even though they are drawn to independent or distinct inventions, including species. To help 
ensure that an election of species requirement sets forth the requisite burden, the statement of 
search and examination burden is now incorporated directly into form paragraphs 8.01 and 8.02. 
These form paragraphs have been amended to include the three most common reasons for this 
burden in an election of species. In most cases at least two, if not all three, of these reasons will 
apply for patentably distinct species. If the applicant argues that the restriction is improper 
because there is no burden, the examiner should specify which one(s) of the reasons apply. The 
examiner should be able to readily identify with specificity which reason@) apply when 
responding to applicant's arguments, since the search and FAOM will have been done. 

New form paragraph 8.21 consolidates and replaces previous form paragraphs 8.21.01- 8.21.03 
and 8.22. This new form paragraph will be for use at the end of all restriction requirements 
which require restrictions between inventions other than election of species, and Iists the most 
common reasons for the search and examination burden. 

The next revision of the MPEP will be amended to incorporate these changes. Examiners should 
seek assistance from knowledgeable TC personnel if questions arise. 

Members of the MPEP Chapter 800 Review workgroup include: 
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T C  1600- Julie Burke, Christopher Low T C  1700- eladys Corcoran 
T C  2100- Pat Salce TC 2800- Hien Phan, Bill Baumeister 

T C  2600- Ken Vanderpuye TC 3600- Terry Melius, Vinnie Millin 

T C  3700- Tom Hughes OPLA- Kathleen Fonda, Karen Hastings 

The following form paragraphs will be available as "custom form paragraphs" 
zmtil the release of next OACS update in July 2007, 

Amended form paragraphs 8.01,8.02 and  new form paragraph 8.21 
8.01 Requiring a n  Election of Species; Species Clairn(s) Present 

This application contains claims directed to the following patentably distinct species [I). The species 
are independent or distinct because claims to the different species recite the mutually exclusive 
characteristics of such species. In addition, these species are not obvious variants of each other based on 
the current record. 

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species for prosecution on the 
merits to wllic11 the cldms shall be restricted if no generic claim is finally held to be allowable. Currently, 
[2] generic. 

There is an examination and search burden for these patentably distinct species due to their mutually 
exclusive characteristics. The species require a different field of search (e.g., searching different 
classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different search queries); andlor the prior art 
applicable to one species would not likely be applicable to another species; and/or the species are likely to 
raise different non-prior art issues under 35 U.S.C. 101 andlor 35 U.S.C. 1.12,first paragraph.' 

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must include (i) an 
election of a species to be examined even though the requirement may be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and 

, 

(ii) identification of the claims encompassing the elected species, including any claims subsequently 
added. An argument that a claim is allowable or that all claims are generic is considered nonresponsive 
unless accompanied by an election. 

The election of the species may be made with or without traverse. To preserve a right to petition, the 
election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly and specifically point out supposed 
errors in the election of species requirement, the election shall be treated as an election without traverse. 
Traversal must be presented at the time of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely 
traverse the requirement will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added 
after the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable on the elected species. 

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are not patentably distinct, applicant should 
submit evidence or identilry such evidence now of record showing the species to be obvious variants or 
clearly admit on the record that this is the case. In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the species 
unpatentable over the prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 
103(a) of the other species. 

Upon the allowance of a generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration of claims to 
additional species which depend from or otherwise require all the limitations of an allowable generic 
claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141. 

Examiner Note: 
1. In bracket 1, identify the species from which an election is to be made. The species are preferably 
identified as the species of figures 1, 2, and 3, for example, or the species of examples I, 11, and 111, 
respectively. It would be useful to describe the mutually exclusive characteristics of each species if these 
characteristics are not readily apparent. Or, it may be useful to explain in more detail why the species are 
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independent or distinct using, for example only, the definition of independent or distinct inventions at 
MPEP § 802.01 or form paragraphs 8.14.01 or 8.20.02. However, it is not necessary to use form 
paragraphs 8.14.01 or 8.20.02 here. 

2. In bracket 2 insert the appropriate generic claim information. 
3. This form paragraph does &need to be followed by form paragraph 8.21. 

4. If applicant traverses the requirement on the basis that there is no search burden, the examiner wiI1 
explain specifically which reason@) apply. 

7 8.02 Requiring an Election of Species; No Species Claim Present 

Claim [I] generic to the following disclosed patentably distinct species: [2]. The species are 
independent or distinct because as disclosed the different species have mutually exclusive characteristics 
for each identified species. In addition, these species are not obvious variants of each other based on the 
current record. 

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species for prosecution on the 
merits to which the claims shall be restricted if no generic claim is finally held to be allowable. 

There is an examination and search burden for these patentably distinct species due to their mutually . 
exclusive characteristics. The species require a different field of search (e.g., searching different 
classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different search queries); and/or the prior art 
applicable to one species would not likely be applicable to another species; and/or the species are likely to 
raise different non-prior art issues under 35 U.S.C.,IOl andlor 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph. 

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must include (i) an 
election of a species to be examined even though the requirement be traversed (37CFR 1.143) and 
(ii) identification of the claims encompassing the elected species, including any claims subsequently 
added. An argument that a claim is allowable or that alfclaims are generic is considered nonresponsive 
unless accompanied by an election. 

The election of the species may be made with or without traverse. To preserve a right to petition, the 
election n~ust be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly and specifically point out supposed 
errors in the election of species requirement, the electiol~ shall be treated as an election without traverse. 
Traversal must be presented at the time of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely 
traverse the requirement will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added 
after the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable on the elected species. 

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are not patentably distinct, applicant should 
submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record showing the species to be obvious variants or 
clearly admit on the record that this is the case, In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the species 
unpatentable over the prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 
103(a) of the other species. 

Upon the allowance of a generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration of claims to 
additional species which depend from or otherwise require all the limitations of an allowable generic 
claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141. 

Examiner Note: 
I. This form paragraph should be used for the election of requirement described in MPEP 9 803.02 
(Markush group) and MPEP § 808.01(a) where only generic claims are presented. 

2. In bracket 2, clearly identify the species from which an election is to be made. The species may be 
identified as the species of figures 1, 2, and 3, for example, or the species of examples I, 11, and HI, 
respectively. It would be useful to describe the mutually exclusive characteristics of each species if these 
characteristics are not readily apparent. Or, it may be useful to explain in more detail why the species are 
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independent or distinct using, for example only, the definition of independent or distinct inventions at 
MPEP 5 802.01 or form paragraphs 8.14.01 or 8.20.02. However, it is not necessary to use form 
paragraphs 8.14.01 or 8.20.02 here. 
3. This form paragraph does need to be followed by form paragraph 8.21. 

4. If applicant traverses the requirement on the basis that there is no search burden, the examiner will 
explain specifically which reason(s) apply. 

New form paragraph 8.21 re~Iacesprevwus form paragraphs 8.21.01 - 8.21.03 and 8.22: 

7 8.21 T o  Establish Burden AND Requirement f o r  Election and Means f o r  
Traversal for all Restrictions, other than an  Election of  Species 

Restriction for examination purposes as indicated is proper because all these inventions listed in 
this action are independent or distinct for the reasons given above there would be a serious search and ~ICJ 

examination burden if restriction were not required because one or inore of the following reasons apply: 
(a) the inventions have acquired a separate status in the at in view of their different classification; 
(b) the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art due to their recognized divergent 
subject matter; 
(c) the inventions require a different field of search (for example, searching different 
classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different search queries); 
(d) the prior art applicable to one invention would not likely be applicable to another invention; 
(e) the inventions are likely to raise different non-prior art issues under 35 U.S.C. 101 and/or 35 
U.S.C. 112, first paragraph. 
Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must include (i) an  

'election of a invention to be examined even though the,requirement may be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) 
and (ii) identification of the claims encompassing the elected invention. 

The election of an invention may be made with or without traverse. To reserve a right to petition, the 
election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly and specifically point out supposed 
errors in the restriction requirement, the election shall be treated as an election without traverse. Traversal 
must be presented at the time of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the 
requirement will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added after the 
election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable on the elected invention. 

If claims are added after the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable upon 
the elected invention. 

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the inventions are not patentably distinct, applicant should 
submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record showing the inventions to be obvious variants or 
clearly admit on the record that this is the case. In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the 
inventions unpatentable over the prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 
U.S.C. 103(a) of the other invention. 

Examiner Note: 
1. THIS FORM PARAGRAPH MUST BE ADDED TO ALL RESTRICTION REOUIREMENTS 

other than those containing only election of species, with or without an action on the merits. This form 
paragraph only needs to be used once, after all restriction requirements are set out. 

2. If applicant traverses the requirement on the basis that there is no search burden, the 
examiner will explain specifically which reason(s) apply. 
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